
KTAADlv, AND THE MAINE WOODS .

BY HENRY D. 'rHOREAU .

THE WILDS OF T11E PENOBSCOT .

ON the 31st of August, IS-16, I left Concord in

	

mtointainous region of the State of Maine stretches
Massachusetts for Bangor and the backwoods of

	

from near the White Mountains, northeasterly
Maine, by way of the railroad and steautbo ;tt, in-

	

one hundred and sixty miles, to the tread of the
tending to accontpaw," a relative of m.itee engaged

	

Aroostook river, and is about sixty miles wide .
in the lumber trade in Bangor, as far as a

	

]a
In

	

e wild or assented portion is far more extensive .
on the west bratrelr of the Penobscot, in

	

which

	

So that some hours only of travel in this direction
property he was interested .

	

From this place,

	

will curry the curious to the verge of a primitive
which is abou,, one hundred miles Ity the river

	

forest, more interesthw, perhaps, on all accounts,
above, Bangor, thirty miles from the Ilonlton tnili-

	

than they would reach by going a thousand miles
tary road, and five miles beyond the last log but,

	

westward .
I proposed to retake excursions to mount Ktaadu .

	

Thenext forenoon, Tuesday, Sept . 1st, I started
the second highest mountain in New England,

	

with my companion in a buggy from Bangor for
about thirty miles distant, and some of the lakes

	

" up river," expecting to be overtaken the next
of the Penobscot, either alone or with such tom-

	

daynight, at )Iattawauikeag Point, some sixty
pang as I might pick up there.

	

It is unusual to

	

miles off, by two more Bangorcans, who had de-
find a camp so far in the woods at that season,

	

tided tojoin as in a trip to the mountain . We. had
when lumbering operations have ceased, and I

	

each a knapsack or bag filled with such ciothimir
was glad to avail myself of the circumstance of a

	

andarticles as were indi,peusable, and my compan-
gang of men being employed there at that time in

	

ion carried his gun.
repairing the injuries caused by the great freshet in

	

Within a

	

dozen miles of Bangor we passed
the spring.

	

The mountain may be approached

	

through the villages of Stillwater and Oldtown,
more easily and directly on horseback and on foot

	

built at the falls o£ the Penobscot, which furnish
front the north-east side, by the Aroostook road,

	

the principal power by which the Maine woods
and the Wassataquoik river ; but in that case you

	

are converted into lumber .

	

The mills are built
see much less of tire wilderness, none

	

of the glo-

	

directly- over and across the river .

	

Here is a close
rious river and lake scenery, and have no expert-

	

jam, a hard rub, at all seasons ; and then the once
,nee of the hatteau and the boatman's life .

	

I

	

green tree, long since white. I need not say as
was fortunate also in the season of the year, for

	

the driven snow, but as a driven log, becontes
in the summer myriads or black flies, or, as the

	

hunber merely .

	

llerc your inch, your two and
Indians

	

call thern, " no-see-etns," make travel-

	

your three inch stuff begin to hc, and Mr . Sawyer
frog in the woods almost impossible ; but note marksofthose spaces which decide the destiny
their reign

	

was nearly over .

	

of so many prostrate forests .

	

Through the ste:cli
Ktaudn, whGE;e name is an Indian word signify--

	

riddle, more or less coarse, is the arrowy iilaiite
ing highest land, was first ascended by white rnetr

	

forest, from Iitaadn and Cliesnucook, and the
in 180-4 .

	

It was visited by Professor J. W. Bailey

	

head waters of the St . John, relentlessly rifled, till
of West Point in 1836, by Dr. Charles 'r. Jackson,

	

it comes out boards, clapboards, laths, and shingles
the State Geologist, in 1837, and by two younrr

	

such as the wind can take, still perchance to be
men from Boston in 1815 .

	

Ali these have given

	

slit and slit again, till men get a size that will suit .
accounts of their expeditious.

	

Since I was there,

	

Think horn- stood the white-pine tree on the shore
two or three other parties have trade the excursion

	

of Chesuncook, its branches soughiug with the
and told their stories .

	

Besides these, very few,

	

four winds and every individual needle irentblinn
even among backwoodsmen and hunters, have
ever climbed it, and it will be a long time before

1) the tide of fashionable travel sets that way. The
t,

in the sunlight-think how it stands with it now--
sold, perchance to the New England Friction
Match Company !

	

There were in IS37, as I
`?9
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homesteads, even Indian homesteads, but instead
of homo or abroadstead, for there life is dotni ant
Mililirs, at home or at war, or now rather 27r-
nalus, that is, a hunting, and most of the lattea. .
The church is the only trim-locking building, 76u'
drat is not Abenatai's, that was Rome's doings-
Good Canadian it may be, but it is poor Indian .
These were the ancient Turrantiues. Poftics are
all the ra ;,re with theta now. I even thought
that a row of wigwams, with a dance of pow-
wows, and a prisoner tortured at the stake, would
be more respectable than this.

`Ve lauded in Milford, and rode along on the
east side of the Penobscot, having a more or less
constant view of the river, and the Indipn islands
in it, for they retain all the islands as far up as
Nickatow, at the mouth of the East Branch .
They are generally well-timbered, and are said to
be better soil than the neighboring shores . The
river seemed very shallow and rocky, and inter

long portages on men's shoulders . They are from I rapted by rapids, rippling and gleaming in the
eighteen to twenty-five feet long, and oidy four or I sun. We paused a moment to see a fi l.-hawk
four and a half wide, sharp at both ends like a ca- i dive for a fish down straight' as an arrow, front a;
noe, though broadest forward on the bottorn, and

	

great height, but he missed his prey this time .
reaching seven or eight feet over the water, ill I It was the 11vulton Military Road on which we
order that they may slip over rock as gently as

	

were now travelling, over which some troops were
possible.

	

They are made very slight, only two

	

marched once towards Mars' hill, though not to
boards to a side, secured to a few light maple knees,

	

Mars' field, as it proved .

	

It is the main, almost
but of the clearest and widest white-pine stuff, of

	

the only, road in these parts, as straight and well
which there is a great waste oil account of their

	

made, and kept in as good repair, as almost aray
form, for the bottom is left perfectly flat, not only

	

you will find anywhere .

	

Everywhere we saw'
signs of the great freshet-this house standing
awry, and that where it was not fcntu;cu, hut
where it was found, at any rate, the next day" ;
and that other with a water-logged look, as is it
were still airing and drying its basement, and log:,
with everybody-'s inarhs upon thorn, and some-
times the marks of their having served as ';ridges,
strewn along the road. We cro<scd the Sunk-
haze, a stnnnrry Indian name, the Olern=aon,
I'USI,tdunrkc~.g, and other

	

{ours, ;h'seh n:a.?ze a
,renter show oil the snap than they now di ;d oil

The ferry here took us past the Indian island .

	

tharo,uh

	

At Passadnmlieag, c"e fcurul ally!?aug
As we left the shore, I observed a short shabby

	

!)!!t. what tile n,une n tplies, earn-:t pN,.,r :iau , 'to
washerwoman looking Indian ;

	

they

	

c.rtnrunly

	

,~-tvirts ones,Inreau-on the,:?eater -yaw?ro-.:
have the woe-b(-one look of the girl that cried for

	

the election rs likely to go ; rneu v ila la 'z rapidly,
spilt milk-just front °' up river,"-land on tile O,d- j c~ ith sal>dued voice, and to ;art er i:~rtt . xt

	

e lyurst-
town side near a grocery, and drativut,lT, ulr his ea-

	

y-ou cannot help believing, hnrc _ ; wodt .lg for
noe, take out a bundle of skins in one. hand, and all

	

all iulrouaction, one oil

	

each side of i our bug:,rq,,
empty keg or half-barrel in the other, and scr«in-

	

endeavoring to say olnelt in little, fo

	

t

	

." see you
ble up the bank with them .

	

This picture will do

	

hold tile, whip iutp t i r.tly, but al ;vay

	

.

	

_;tug liltlo
to put before the Indian's history, that ic;, the his-

	

iii trtnch

	

C-turn es they have ;lad, it teens, and
toty of his extinction.

	

It! 163i, there were l .hree

	

cunenses they are to have agu.irivictor y and do-
hundred and sixty-two souls left of this tribe .

	

The f feat : somebody .nay be elected, somebody tnay
island

	

seemed deserted to-day,

	

yet

	

Y

	

observed

	

not.

	

One matt, a total stranger, who stood by our
some newhouses among the weather-stain "d )It, :,,

	

c a=rnago, ill the dusk, actually- frightened the borate
as if the tribe had still a design upon life, ; bat geil-

	

with

	

his

	

ob,ervatiotts,

	

grotvittg

	

more

	

sole:lruly
erally they have a very shabby and forlorn, cheer-

	

positive as there vvas less in hint to la" positive
less look, being all bade side and woodshed, not I abort.

	

So Pas,,aduntkeag did not lock on il .o

read, two hundred and fifty saw mills on the
Penobscot and its tributaries above Bangor, the
greater part of them in this immediate neighbor-
hood, and they sawed two hundred millions of feet
of boards annually . To this is to be added, the
lumber of the Kennebeek, Androscoggin, Saco,
Passamaquoddy, and other stroams.

	

No wonder
that we hear so often of vessels which are be-
calmed off our coast, being surrounded a creek at
a time by floating lumber from tile Maine woods.
The mission of men there seems to be, like so
many busy demons, to drive the forest all out of
the country-, from every solitary beaver swamp,
and mountain side, as soon as possiblo .
At Oldtown we walked into a battean manu-

factory . The making of batteaux is quite a busi-
ness here for the supply of the Penobscot river .
We examined some on the stocks .

	

They are ex-
ceedingly light and beautiful vessels, calculated
for rapid and rocky strearns, and to be carried over

from side to side, but from end to end. Sometimes
they become '°hogging " even, after long use,, and
the boatmen then turn them over and straighten
thorn by a weight at each end. They told us that
one wore out in two years on the rocks, and sold
for from fourteen to sixteen dollars . There was
something refreshing and wildly musical to my
ears in the very name of the white man's canoe,
reminding me of Charlevoix and Canadian Voya
geurs.

	

The batteau is a sort of mongrel bt twcett
the canoe and the boat, a fur-trader's boat .



map.

	

At sundown, leaving the river-road awhilo
for shortness, we went by way of Enfield, where
we stopped for the night.

	

This, like most of the
localities bearing names on this road, was a place
to name, which, in the midst of the untrained and
unincorporated wilderness, was to make a distinc-
tion without a difference, it seemed to ine.

	

Here,
however, I noticed quite art orchard of healthy
and well-grown apple trees, in a bearing state, it
being the oldest settler's house in this region, but
all natural fruit, and comparatively worthless for
want of a grafter .

	

And so it is generally lower
down the river .

	

It would be a good speculation,
as well as a favor conferred on the settlers, for a 1
Massachusetts boy to go down there with a trunk,
full of choice scions, and his grafting apparatus, in
the Spring .
The next morning we drove along through a

high and hilly country, in view of Cold-Stream
Pond, a very beautiful lake, four or five miles long,
and came into the Ilonlton road again, at Lincoln,
forty-five miles from Bangor, where there is quite
a village, for this country-the principal one above
Oldtown. Learning that there were several wig-
wams here, on one of tile Indian islands, we left
our horse and wagon, and walked through the
forest half a mile, to the river, to procure a guide
to the mountain.

	

It was net till after considera-
ble search that we discovered their habitations-
regular shanties, in a retired place, w"hero the
scenery was unusually soft and beautiful, and the
shore skirted with pleasant meadows and graceful
elms.

	

Wepaddled ourselves across to the island-
side in a canon, which we found oil the shore.
Near where we landed, sat air Indian girl, tell or
twelve years old, on a rack in the water, in the
still, washing, and hunnning er inoariing a song
ineanwhile .

	

It was au aboriginal strain .

	

A sal-
inon-spear, made wholly of wood, lay oil the shore,
such as they might have used before white men
came.

	

It had air elastic piece of wood fastened to 1
'

	

one side of its point, which slipped over and closed
upon the fish, somewhat like tire contrivance for
holding a bneket at the end of a yell-}role.

	

As
we walked u= to the nearest house, rye w=ere met
by a ally of a dozen nelt1 .h-looking dogs, wh;ch
inay have, ?teen lineal descendant ;; from the arunent
Indian dogs, which the fist voyageurs describe as
°°their wolves ."

	

I suppose they were .

	

The oc- 1

cupaut soon appealed, with a loll, pole ill his
hand, v.°itlr which Ire beat off

tile
dogs, while Lc+

parleyed with its . A stalwart, but dull and
greasy-looking fellow, who told us, in iris sluggish
ryas, it : answer to our gnest.ions, as if it were the
fr_t seriuus b,isiness ire had to do that day, that j
there t: ire Iod!aiis going " up river,"-ire and one
other-to-day, before noon . And who was tile
other ?

	

Louis Neptune, who lives ill the next
house.

	

Well, let us go over and see Louis to-
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gether. The same doggish reception, and Louis
Neptune makes his appoaratice-a small, ;t°irv
man, with puckered and wrinkled face, yet ho
seemed the chiefermart of the two ; fit(, same, as
I remembered, who had accompanied Jackson to
the mountain in '37. The same questions wero
put to Louis, and the same information obtained,
while tire other Indian stood by . It appeared,
that they were going to start by noon, with two
canoes, to go up to Chestuicook, to }runt moose
-to be gone a month.

	

"Well, Louis, suppose you
get to the Point, (to the Five Islands, just below
lllattawamkeag,) to camp, wewalk on tip the west
branch to-morrow--four of us-and wait for you
at the dam, on this side .

	

You overtake its to-
morrow or next day, and take us into your canoes.
We. stop for you, you stop for gas.

	

We pay you
for your trouble."

	

" Ye ! " replied Louis, "° may
be you carry some provision for all-some pork-
some bread-and no pay."

	

He said, 1° Me sure
get

	

some moose ; " and when I asked, if lie
drought Poinola would let us go up, he answered
that we must plant one bottle of rum on the top,
he had planted good many ; and when lie loosed
again, the rum was all gone .

	

He had been up two
or three times : he had planted letter-Engli,,h,
German, French, &c. These men were slightly
clad in shirt and pantaloons, like laborers with as
in warm weather.

	

They did not invite us into
their houses, but met us outside .

	

So we left the
Indians, thinking ourselves lucky to have secured
such guides and companions .
There were very few houses along the road, yet

they did not altogether fail, as if the lacy by which
men are dispersed over the globe were a very
stringent one, and not to be resisted with inipuni-
ty or for slight reasons . There were even the
germs of one or two villages just beginning to ex-
pand.

	

'phe beauty of the road itself was reittarlca
b'.e .

	

The various evergreens, many of which are
rare with us-delicate and beautiful specimens of
tile larch, cedar, arbor-vititi, hall spruce, and fir-
balsain, from a few inches to many feet in height,
lined its sides, ill some places like a ion,, 1Sont
yard, springing till from the smooth grass-plots
tvlrich uniuterrnptedly border it, and are riad<l
feride by

	

its

	

wash ; while

	

it was

	

but

	

a t,t, p

	

ou
e~l.her band to the giiur untrodden wil<lcrues::,
whose tangled labyrinth of living, fallow, acid de-
caying trees,-only the deer and moose, t.lte boar
and wolf, call penetrate .

	

ITore perfect speehnous
than any front yard plot call show, grew there to
grace the passage of the Honlton teams.

About noon we reached the lllaitawanikeag";
fifty-six miles from Pangor by tile way rye irad
come, and put tip at a frequented hour sill en
tl e Ilouiton road, where the Houlton st t -c steps.
Here was a substantial covered bridge over tire
Mattawamkeag, built, I think they said, some
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the way, and even at breakfast, as well as supper
-at the public-houses on this road, tile front rank
is composed of various kinds of °` sweet cakes," in
a continuous line from one end of tile table to the
other . I think I may safely say that there was a
row of ten or a dozen plates of this kind set before
us two here .

	

To account for which, they say,
that when tile lutnberers come out of tile woods,
they have a craving for cakes and pies, and such
sweat things, which there are almost unknown,
and this is tile supply to satisfy that demand .

>

	

The supply is always equal to the demand, and
these hungry then think a good deal of getting
their money's worth. No doubt, the balance of
victuals is restored by the time, they reach Bangor :
Mattawamkeag takes off tile raw edge. Well,
over this front rank, I say, you coming from the
.< sweet cake" side, with a cheap philosophic in-
ditPerence though it may be, have to assault what
there is behind, which I do not by any means
mean to insinuate is insufficient in quantity or
quality to supply that other demand of men not
from the woods, but from the towns, for venison
and strong country fare .

	

After dinner, we strolled
down to the " Point," formed by tile junction of
tile two rivers, which is said to be the scene of an
ancient battle between tile Eastern Indians and
tile Mohawks, and searched there carefully for
relics, though the men at the bar-room had never
heard of such things ; but we found only some
flakes of arrow-head stone, some points of arrow-
heads, one, small leaden-bullet, and some colored
beads, the last to be referred, perhaps, to early
fir-trader days . The Mattawamkeag, though
wide, was a mere river's bed, full of rocks and
swallows at this time, so that you could cross it
almost dry-shod in boots ; and I could hardly be-
lieve my companion, when he told me that he
had been fifty or sixty miles up it in a battean,
through distant and still uncut forests . A bat-
tean could hardly find a harbor now at its mouth.
Deer, and carribou, or rehidoer, are taken here in
the, winter, in sight of the house.

Before our companions arrived, we rode oil up
the Houlton road seven miles, to Molunkus, where
tile Aroostook road tonnes into it, and where there
is a spacious public house ill the woods, called the
" lk1olunkus House," kept by one Libbey, which
looked as if it had its hall for dancing and for
military drills . There was no other evidence of
war but this huge shingle palace in this part of the
world ; but sometimes even this is filled with
travellers.

	

1 looked off the piazza round the corner
of the house tip the Aroostook road, oil which
there was no clearing in sight ; and there was a
man just adventuring upon it this evening, in a
rude, original, what you may call Aroostook,
wagon-a mere seat, with a wagon swung under

seventeen years before .

	

After dinner-where, by I it, a few boys on it, and a dog asleep to watch
them .

	

He offered to carry a message for us to
anybody in that country, cheerfully .

	

I suspect,
that if you should go to the end of the world, you
would find somebody there going further, as if jest
starting for ]ionic at sundown, and having a last
word before lie drove ofi'.

	

Here, too, was a small
trader, whom I did not see at first, who kept a
store-but no great store, certainly-in a sriall box
over the way, behind the Molunkus sign post.
It looked like the balance-box of a patent hay-
scales.

	

As for his house,we could only conjecture
where that was ; he may have been a boarder in
the Molunkus House.

	

I saw lnim standing in his
shop-door-his shop so small, that, if a traveller
should make demonstrations of entering in, he
would have to go out by the back way, and con-
fer with him through a window, about his goods
in the collar, or, more probably, bespoken, and yet
on the way.

	

I should have gone in, for I felt a
real impulse to trade, if I had not stopped to con-
sider what would become of him.

	

The day be-
fore, we had walked into a shop, over against an
inn where we stopped, the puny beginning of trade,
which would grow at last into a firm copartner-
ship, in tile future town or city-indeed, it was
already `° Somebody &, Co .," I forget who.

	

The
woman came forward from the penetratia of the
attached house, for '° Somebody & Co ." was in the
burning, and she sold us percussion-caps, canales
and smooth ; and knew their prices and qualities,
and which the hunters preferred . Here was a
little of everything in a small compass to satisfy
the wants and tile ambition of the woods, a stock
selected with what pains and care, and brought
home, in tile wagon box, or a corner of the 110111 .
ton team ; but there seemed to me, as usual, a
preponderance of children's toys, dogs to bark, and
cats to mew, and trumpets to blow, where natives
there hardly are yet.

	

As if a child, born into the
Maine woods, among the pine canes and cedar
berries, could not do without such a sugar-rnan, or
skipping-jack, as the young Rothschild has.

I think that there was not more than one house
on the road to Molunkus, or for seven miles. At
that place we got over the fence into a new field,
planted with potatoes, -where tile logs were still
burning between the hills ; and, pulling up the
vanes, found good-sized potatoes, nearly ripe, grow-
ing like weeds, and turnips mixed with them .
'fhe ]node of clearing and planting, is, to fell the
trees, and burn once what will barn, then cut
them up into suitable lengths, roll into heaps, and
burn again ; then, with a hoc, plant. potatoes
where you can come at the ground between the
stumps and charred logs, for a first crop, tile ashes
sufficing for manure, and no hoeing being neces-
sary the first year. In tile fall, cut, roll, and
burn again, and so on, till the land is cleared ;
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and soon it is ready for grain, and to be laid down.
Let those talk of poverty and hard times who will,
in the towns and cities ; cannot the immigrant, who
call pay his fare to New-York or Boston, pay five
dollars more to get here,-[ paid three, all told,
for my pass age from Boston to Bangor, 250 miles,
-and be as rich as he pleases, where land virtual-

ly costs nothing, and houses only the labor of
building, and he may begin life as Adam did?
If he will still remember the distinction of poor
and rich, let him bespeak him a narrower house
forthwith .

[END OF PART r.1
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BY HENRY n. THOREAII"

LIFE IN TILL WILDERNESS .

WHEN we returned to tho ?Vlattawamkeag, the ( miles ; on either hand, and beyond, was a wholly
Houlton stage had already put tip there ; and a

	

uninhabitated wilderness, stretching to Canada.
Province man was betrayim his greenness to the

	

Neither horse, nor cow, nor vehicle of any kind,
Yankees byhis questions.-Why, Province money

	

had ever passed over this ground .

	

The cattle,
won't pass here at par, when States' money is

	

andtile few bulky articles which the loggers use,
good at Frederickton-though this, perhaps, was ( being got up in the winter on the ice, and down
sensible enough .

	

From what I saw then, it ap-

	

again before it breaks tip.

	

The evergreen woods
peared that the Province man was now the only

	

had a decidedly sweet and bracing fragrance ;
real Jonathan, or raw country bumpkin,

	

left eo

	

the air was a sort of diet-drink, and we walked on
far behind by his enterprising neighbors, that lie

	

buoyantly in Indian file, stretching our legs.

	

Oc-
did n't know enough to put a question to them .

	

c" ai ionally there was a small opening oil the bank,
No people can long continue provincial in c11arac-

	

made for the purpose of log-rolling, where we got
tee, who have tile propensity for politics and

	

a sight of the river-always a rocky and rippling
whittling, and rapid travelling, %l hich lho Yankees

	

stream .

	

The roar

	

of the rapids, the note of a
have,, and who are leaving the mother country

	

whistler-duck oil the river, of the jay and cliica
bcirind in tile variety of their notions and iuven-

	

dee around us, and of the pigeon-woodpecker in
tious. The possession and exercise of practical the openings, were the sounds that we heard.
talent merely, are a sure and rapid means of in-

	

This was what you might call a bran new couu-
tellectual culture and independence .

	

try ; the only roads were of Nature's making, and
The last edition of Greenleaf's Dlap of Maine

	

the few houses were camps.

	

Here, then, ono
hung oil tile wall here, and, as we had no pocket

	

could no longer accuse institutions and society, but
map, we resolved to trace a map of the lake

	

must front the true source of evil .
country : so dipping a wad of tow into the lamp,

	

There are three classes of inhabitants, who
we oiled a sheet of paper on the oiled table-cloth,

	

either frequent or inhabit the country which we
and, in good faith, traced what we afterwards as-

	

had now entered ; first, the loggers, who, for a
certaiued to be a labyrinth of errors, carefully fol-

	

part of tile year, tile ltiinter and Spring, are far the
lowing the outlines of the imaginary lakes which

	

most numerous, but in the Suinuier, except a .'e-,v
that snap contains .

	

The Map of the Public

	

explorers for timber, completely desert it ; seeoud,
Lands of Maine and 'Massachusetts is ti le oitly

	

the few settlers I have named, tho oil!). perma-
oue I have seen that at all deserves the name .

	

cent inhabitants, who live on the verge of it, and
It was while we were engaged in this operation

	

help raise supplies for the former ; third, tile loint-
that our companions arrived .

	

They had seen tile

	

ers, mostly Indians, who range over it, in tlu , ir
ludians' fire on the Five Islands and so we con-

	

season .
cludod that all was right.

	

At tho end of three miles we eame to the

	

I t-
Early the next morning we hod mounted our 1 tasenuk stream and mill, where there was even a

packs, and prepare, for to tramp ill) the Nest

	

rude wooden railroad runnin� down to the Penob-
Branch, my companion having turned his horse

	

scot, tile last railroad we were to see.

	

We cross-
out to pasture for a week or tell days, thinkin�

	

en' one track, oil the bank of the river, of moro
that a bite of fresh grass, and a taste of running

	

than a hundred acre;;of hoavy timber, which lied
water, would do hire as much good as backwood's I just been felled and burnt over, and was still
fare, and new countr~,'

	

influences his master.

	

sinoking .

	

Our trail lay through tlw mid,t of ii,
Leaping over

	

a fence, « e began to follow an ob-

	

and was well nigli blotted out.

	

The trees I,iv at
scare trail up the northeru bank of the P,-nobscot .

	

full leu rth, four or five feet deep . au,l crc,+,s!iig
There was now no

	

road

	

further, the

	

river being

	

each other ill all direct.ious, all black as e'iarctoal,
the only highway, and but half a dozen log hilts i but perfectly sound within, still good for fuel or for
confined to its banks, to be met with for thirty

	

timber ; soon they would be cut into lengths and



burnt again. Here were thousands of cords,
enough to keep the poor of Boston and New-York
amply warm for a winter, which only cumbered
the ground, and were in the settler's way. And
the whole of that solid and interminable forest is
doomed to be gradually devoured thus by fire,
like shavings, and no mail be warmed by it .

	

At
Crocker's log hut, at the mouth of Salmon River,
seven miles from the Point, one of the party com-
menced distributing a store of small cent picture-
books among the children, to learn them to read ;
and also newspapers, more or less recent, among
the parents, than which nothing can be more ac-
ceptable to a backwoods people.

	

It was really all
important item in our outfit, and, at times, the
only currency that would circulate. I walked
through Salmon River with my shoes oil, it being
low water, but not without wetting my feet .

	

A
few miles further we came to " Illarm Howard's,"
at the end of an extensive clearing, where there
were two or three log huts in sight at once, one
on the opposite side of the river, and a few graves,
even surrounded by a wooden paling, where al-
ready the rude forefathers of a hamlet lie ; and a
thousand years hence, perchance, sortie poet will
write his " Elegy in a Country Churchyard ."
The °1 Village 1Iampdens," the r' mute, inglorious
Miltons," and

	

Cromwells, " guiltless of" their
" country's blood," were yet unborn.

"Perchance in this rri(d spot there, will br laid
Some heart once pregnant with celestial fire ;

Hands that the rod of empire might have swayed,
Or waked to ecstasy the living lyre."

thickest of the wood, some emptylo-,rers' camps,
still new, which were occupied the previous
winter. Though we saw a few more afterwards,
I will make one account serve for all . These
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were such houses as the lumberers of Maine spend
the winter in, in the wilderness . There were the
camps and the hovel for the cattle, hardly dis-
tinguishable, except that the latter had no chim
ney.

	

These camps were about twenty feet long
by fifteen wide, built of logs-bemlock, cedar,
spruce, or yellow birch-one kind alone, or all to-
gether, with the bark on ; two or three large ones
first, one directly above another, and notched to-
gether at the ends, to the height of three or four
feet, then of smaller logs resting upon transverse
ones at the ends, each of the last successively
shorter than the other, to form the roof. Theshorter
chimney was an oblong square hole in the middle,
three or four feet in diameter, with a fence of logs
as high as the ridge. The interstices were filled
with moss, and the roof was shingled with lost,
and handsome splints of cedar, or spruce, or pine,
rifted with a sledge and cleaver.

	

The fare-place,
the most important place of all, was in shape and
size like the chitnney, and directly under it, de-
fined by a log fence or feeder on the ground, and
a

	

Ireap of ashes a foot or two deep within,

	

with
solid Benches of split logs ruuaitng round it .

	

Here
the fire usiudly melts the snow, and dries the rain
before it can descend to quench it .

	

The faded
beds of arbor-vitm leaves extended under tire
eaves on either hand .

	

There was the place for
the water-pail, pork-barrel, and wash-basin, and
generally a dingy pack of cards left on a log .
Usually a good deal of whittling was oxpended on
the latch, which wa= made of wood, is the form
of all iron one.

	

These houses are made comforta-
ble by the huge fires that can be afforded night
and day. Usually the scenery about them is
drear and savage enough ; and the loggers' camp

I is as completely in the woods as a fungus at the
foot of a pine in a swamp ; no outlook but to

The next house was Fisk's, tell miles from the
Point, at the mouth of the East Branch, opposite
to the island Nickatow, or the Forks, the last of
the Indian islands.

	

I am particular to give the,
name of the settlers and the distances, since every

	

the sky overhead ; no more clearing than is nnado
log hnt in these woods is a public house, and such

	

by cutting down the trees of which it, is built, and
information is of no little consequence to those

	

those which are necessary for fuel .

	

If orals it be
who may have occasion to travel this way.

	

Our

	

well sheltered and convenient to his work, and
course here crossed the Penobscot, and followed

	

near a spring, Ile wastes ato thought oil the pros-
the southern back .

	

One of the party, who en

	

pact .

	

They axe very proper fomqt houses, th e
tered the house in search of some one to set to

	

tams of the trc s collected together and piled upi
over, reported a very neat dwelling. with plenty

	

around a man to keep out wind and rain : anode
of books, and a new wife, just imported from Be,,- ~r of living green logs, han,ing with nturss, and with
ton, wholly new to the woods. «'e found the the earls and fringes of the yellow-birch bark, and
Seboois, or East Branch, a quite rapid stream at I dripping with resn, fresh and moist, and redolent
its month, and much deeper than it appeared.

	

of swampy odors, nvith that sort of vigor and pe-
Haviug with sonic difficulty discovered the trail - renuialness even about them that toad-stools sug-
again, we kept tip the south side of the West . gest.

	

The logger's fare consists of tea, molasses,
Branch, or main river, passin, by sumo rapids flour, pork,-sometimes beef,-and heaus. A
called Rock-Ebeeine, the roar of which we heard i great proportion of the beaus raised in Massachu-
throu<rh the woods, and, shortly after, in the

	

setts find their market here .

	

O pennons it is
only hard bread and raw pork, slice upon slice,
with tea or water, as the case may be.
The primitive wood is always and everywhere

damp and mossy, so that I travelled constantly

r
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with the impression that I was in a swarm) ; and

	

dians pass, and this did not often happen without

only when it was remarked that this or that tract,

	

his knowledge.

	

He thought that his dogs some-

judging from the quality of the timber on it., would

	

trues gave notice of the approach of Indians, half

make a profitable clearing, was I reminded, that if

	

all hour before they arrived.

the sun were let in it would make a dry field, lil:o

	

11IcCauslin was a Kennebec man, of Scotch

the few I had seen, at once .

	

Thebest shod ford descent, who had been a waterman twenty-two

the most part travel with wet feet .

	

If the, ground ~; years, and had driven on the lakes and head

was so wet and spongy at this, the driest part of a

	

waters of the Penobscot five or six Springs in sue-

dry season, what must it be in the Spring ?

	

The

	

cession, but was now settled here to raise supplies

woods hereabouts abounded in beech and yellow-

	

for the luurberers and for himself.

	

He entertain-

birch, of which last there were some very large

	

ed us a day or two with true Scotch hospitality,

specimens ; also spruce, cedar, fir, and hemlock ; '; and would accept no recompense for it .

	

A man

but ive saw only the stumps of the white pine

	

of a dry wit and shrewdness, and a general intel-

here, some of them of great size, theso having

	

ligence which I had not looked for in the back-

been already culled out, being the only tree much

	

woods.

	

In fact, the deeper you penetrate into the

sought after, even as low down as this .

	

Only a

	

woods, the more intelligent, and, in one sense, less

little spruce and hemlock beside had been logged

	

countrified do you find the inhabitants ; for always

here .

	

The eastern wood, which is sold for fuel in

	

the pioneer has been a traveller, and, to some ex-

Massachusetts, all comas from below Bangor

	

it

	

tent, a man of the world ; and, as the distances

was the pine alone, chiefly the white pine, that

	

with which he is familiar are greater, so is his in-

had tempted any but the hunter to precede us on

	

formation more general and far reaching than the

this routo.

	

villager's .

	

If I were to look for a narrow, unin-

Waite's faun, thirteen miles from the Point, is

	

formed, and countrified mind, as opposed to the
all extensive and elevated clearing, from which

	

intelligence and refinement which are thought to

we got a fine view of the river, rippling and

	

emanate from cities, it would be among the rusty
gleaming far beneath us.

	

My companions had

	

inhabitants of all old-settled country, oil farms all

formerly had a good view of Ktaadn and the other

	

run out and gone to seed with life-over-lasting, in

mountains here, but to-day it was so smoky that

	

the towns about Boston, even oil the high road in

we could see nothing of them .

	

We could over-

	

Concord, and not in the backwoods of Maine.

look an immense country o£ uninterrupted forest,

	

Supper was got before our eyes, in the ample

stretching away up the Sebocis toward Canada,

	

kitchen, by a fire which would have roasted an
on the north and northwest, and toward the

	

ox ; many whole Jogs, four feet long, were con-

Aroostook valley on the northeast : and imagine

	

slimed to boil our tea-kettle-birch, or beech, or

what wild life was stirring in its midst.

	

Here was

	

maple, the same Summer and Winter ; and the
quite a field of corn for this region, whose peculiar

	

dishes were soon smoking on the table, late the

dry scent we perceived a third of a mile offbefore

	

arm-chair, against the wall, from which one of

we saw it.

	

the party was expelled .

	

The arms of the chair
Eighteen miles from the Point brought us in

	

formed the frame oil which the table rested ; and,

	

y
sight of McCausfn's, or °' Uncle George's," as he

	

when the round top was turned tip against the
was familiarly called by mycompanions, to whom

	

wall, it formed the back of the chair, and was no
he was well known, where we intended to break

	

more in the way than the wall itself.

	

This, wo
our long fast .

	

His house was in the midst of an

	

noticed, was the prevailing fashion in these log
extensive clearing of intervale, at the mouth of the

	

houses, in order to economise in room .

	

There
Little Schoodic River, on the opposite or north

	

were piping hot wheaten-cakes, the flour having
bank of the Penobscot.

	

So we collected orr a I been brought up the river in battcaux,-no Indian

	

t
point of the shore, that we might be seen, and i bread, for 'Maine, it will be remembered, is a
fired our gun as a signal, which brought out his I wheat country,and ham, eggs, and potatoes,

	

i
dogs forthwith, and thereafter their master, who

	

and milk and cheese, the produce of the farm ;

	

3

in due time took us across in his batteau .

	

This

	

and, also, shad and salmon, tea sweetened with
clearing was bounded on all sides but the river,

	

molasses, and sweet cakes in contradistinction to
abruptly by the naked stems of the forest, as if I the hot cakes not sweetened, the one white, the
you were to cut only a few feet square in the

	

other yellow, to wind up with .

	

Such, we found,

	

S
midst of a thousand acres of mowing, and set

	

was the prevailing fare, ordinary and extraordina-
down a thimble therein .

	

IIe had a whole heaven

	

ry, along this river.

	

.Mountain cranberries, stew-
ard horizon to himself, and the sun seemed to be

	

ed and sweetened, were the common dessert. .
journeying over his clearing only, the live-long

	

Everything here was in profusion, and the best of
day.

	

Here we concluded to spend the night, and ji
its Iciud .

	

Butler was in such hleut~, that it was
wait for the Indians, as there was no stopping

	

commonly used, before it was- salted, to grease
place so cony°rieut above.

	

IIe had seen no In- i boots with .

.s
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In the night we were entertained by the sound
of rain-drops on the cedar splints which covered
the roof, and awaked the next morning with a
drop or two in our eyes . It had set in for a

S

	

storm, and we made up our minds not to forsake
such comfortable quarters with this prospect, but
wait for Indians and fair weather.

	

It rained and
drizzled. and gleamed by turns, the live-long day.
What we did there, how we killed the time,
would, perhaps, be idler to tell ; how many times
we buttered our boots, and how often a drowsy
one was seen to sidle off to the bedroom.

	

When
it held up, I strolled tip and down the batik and
gathered the harebell and cedar berries, which
grew there ; or else we tried by turns the long-
handled axe on the logs before the door . The
axe-halves here were made to chop standing oil
the log-a primitive log of course-and were,
therefore, nearly a foot longer than with its .

	

One
while the walked over the farm, and visited his
well-filled barns with bleCauslin . There, were
one other man and two women only here .

	

He
kept hones, cows, oxen, and sheep .

	

I think lie
said that he was the first to bring a plough and a
cow so far ; and, he might have added, ifto last,
with only two exceptions . The potato rot had
found hire out here, too, the previous year, and
got half or two-thirds of his crop, though the seed
was of his own raising.

	

Oats, grass, and potatoes,
were his staples ; but he raised, also, a few cav-
rots and turnips, and °° a little corn for the hens,"
for this was all that he dared risk, for fear that it
would not. ripen.

	

Melons, squashes, sweet-corn,
beans, tomatos, and many other vegetables, could
not be ripened there.
The very few settlers along this stream were

obviously tempted by the cheapness of the land
mainly . When I asked McCausliu why more
settlers did not come in, he answered, that one
reason was, they could not buy the laud, it be-
longed to individuals or companies who were i
afraid that their wild lands world be settled, -and l'

so incorporated hito towns, and they be taxed for
theta ; but to settling on the States' land there
was no such hinderanee. For his own part, lie
wanted no neighbors-he did n't wish to see any
road by his house. Neighbors, even the best,
were a trouble and expense, especially on the
score of cattle and fences . They might live
across the. river, perhaps, but not oil the same skin . l
The chickens here were protected by the dogs.

As McCauslin said, '° The old one tools it up first,
and site taught the pup, and now they had got it
into their heads that it would ii't do to have any-
thing of tile, bird kind oil tile premises . A liav"k
hovering ever was not allowed to alight, but
barked off by the dogs circling underneath ; and a
pigeon, or a ' yellow hammier,' as they called the
pigeon-woodpecker, on a dead limb or stump, was

instantly expelled .

	

It was the main business of
their day, and kept them constantly coming and
going.

	

One would rush out of the house on the
least alarm given by the other."
When it rained hardest, we returned to the

house, and tools down a tract from the shelf.
There was the «"aiidering Jew, cheap edition,
and fine print, the Criminal Calendar, and
Parish's Geography, and flash novels two or
three.

	

Under the, pressure of circumstances, we
read a little in these .

	

With such aid, the press is
not so feeble au engine after all. This house,
which was a fair specimen of those on this river,
was built of huge logs, which peeped out every-
where, and were chinked with clay and moss,
It contained four or five rooms.

	

There were no
sawed boards, or shingle, or clapboards, about it ;
and scarcely any tool but the axe had been used
in its construction .

	

The partitions were made of
long clapboard-like splints, of spruce or cedar,
turned to a delicate salmon color by the smoke.
The roof and sides were covered with the same,
instead of shingles and clapboards, and a much
thicker and larger size was used for the floor .
These were all so straight and smooth, that they
answered the purpose admirably ; and a careless
observer would not have suspected that they were
not sawed and planed .

	

The chimney and hearth
were of vast size, and made of stone.

	

The broom
was a few twigs of arbor-vitae tied to a stick ; and
a pole was suspended over the hearth, close to the
ceilings, to dry stockings and clothes on .

	

I no-
ticed that the floor was full of small, dingy holes,
as if made with a gimlet., but which were, in fact,
made by the spikes, nearly au inch long, which
the luuiberers wear in their hoots to prevent their
slipping on wet logs .

	

Just above McCatislin Is,
there is a rucky rapid, where logs jam in the
Spring ; and many "drivers" are there collected;
who frequent his house for supplies : these were
their tracks which I saw.

_1t sundown, McCauslin po nail tic tv over the
f rtSt, a�ro,s the river, to ..has o. fa .~ weather
a~itid the clouds-some evening redness there.
For even there the points of compass li,ld ; and
there was a quarter of the heavens appropriated
to sunrise and another to sunset .
The neat morning, the weather proving fair

enough for our piupose, we prepared to start ;
and. the Indians having Oiiled as, persuaded
McCauslin, who was not unwilling to re-visit the
scenes of his driving, to accompany its in their
stead, intending to engwrre one other boatinan on
the way. A strip of cotton-cloth for a tent, a
couple of bl :uiiiet,, which would suffice for the
whole party, fifteen pounds of hard bread, ten
pomids of `' clear" pork, and a little tea, made up
"Uncle George's" Pack.

	

'Flio last thrso articlrs
were calculated to be provision enough for six

9,
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tt pick up.

	

be. our carriage, and these,

	

to be coolmenfor a weep, will : what we my.i~

	

ese men needed
A tea-kettle, a frying-pan and an axe, to be ob-

	

and skilful for the navigation of tile Penobscot.
tained at the last house, would complete our outfit.

	

Tom's pack was soon made, for lie had not far to
I'Ve were soon exit :;f McCauAn's clearing, and

	

look for his waterman's boots, and a red flannel

	

t
in tile ever-green woods again.

	

The obscure

	

shirt.

	

This is the favorite color with hunbermen ;
trail made by the two settlers above, which even

	

and red flannel is reputed to possess sonic, myste-
t}re woodman is sometimes puzzled to discern, ere

	

rious virtues, to be most healthful and convenient
long crossed a narrow open strip in the woods

	

in respect to perspiration .

	

In every gang there
overrun with weeds, called the Burnt Land, where

	

will be a large proportion of red birds .

	

We took
a fire had raged formerly, stretching northward

	

here a poor and leaky batteau, and began to pole
nine or ten miles, to -Millinocket Lake .

	

At tile

	

tip flit, Zlillinocket two miles, to the elder Fow-
end of three nines we reached Shad Pond, or No-

	

ler's, in order to avoid the Grand Falls of the I'e-
liseemack, an expansion of the river .

	

Hodge, the

	

itobscot, intcn&ng to eschanLre our bal.teau there
Assistant State Geolog~at, who p t ,ed thioii h this

	

for a better.

	

The 1lilliuoc lcet is a .anal!, shallow
Oil the twenty-fifth of June, 1.37, says,

	

` We

	

and Sandy stream, full of what I took to be lant-
pushed our boat through an acre cr more of buck- 1, prey-eel nests,

	

and lined with nittsduash cabins,
beans, which had taken root at the bottom, and

	

but free front rapid:;, according to Fowler, except-
bloomed above the surface in the greatest profu-

	

iug at its outlet from tire Lalie.

	

He was at this
lion and beauty .'

	

Thomas Fowler's house is four 'i tittle elngaged in cutting the native grass-rush
miles from McCauslin's, on tile shore of the Pond,

	

grass and meadow-clover, as lie called it-on thei
at the mouth of the 1Vlillinocket River, and eight

	

meadows and small, low islands, of this stream .i
miles from. the lake of the same name, oil the let-

	

We noticed flattened places is tile grass on either
ten stream.

	

This lake affords a more direct coarse

	

side, where, he said, a moose had laid (Iowa the
to ktaadn, but we preferred to follow tile Penob- I night before, adding, that there were thousands in
Scot and tile Pauiadtnncook Lake .

	

Fowler was

	

these meadows.
just completing a new log but, and was sawing

	

Old Fowler's, oil the AIiliinockot, six miles from
out a window through tile logs nearly two feet

	

111cCauslur's, and twenty-four from the Point, is
thick when we arrived .

	

IIe had begun to paper

	

the last house.

	

Gibsou's, oil the Sowa<luehunk, is
his house with spruce bark, turned inside out,

	

the only clearing above, but that had proved a
which lead a good effect, and was is keeping with

	

failure

	

and was lo.',, since ch erted.

	

Fowler is
the circumstances.

	

Instead of water we got here

	

tile oldest inhabitant of tlu~ne woods.

	

IIe former-
a draught of beer, which, it was allowed, would

	

ly lived a few miles front here,, on the south side
be better ; clear and thin, but strong and stringent

	

of the West Branch, where lie built his house six-
as the cedar sag

	

It was as if we sucked at the

	

teen years ago, tire first house built above tile
very teats of Nature's pine-clad bosom in these I Five Islands .

	

Here our new batteau was to be
parts-the sap of all Millinocket botany cum- i
mingled-the topmost most fantastic and spiciest
sprays of the primitive wood, and whatever invig-
orating and stringent gum or essence it afforded .
steeped and dissolved in it-a lumberer's drink,
which would acclimate and naturalize a nian at ,

I
once-which would make him see green, and, if
lie slept, dream that he heard the wind sough
among the pines. Here was a fife, praying to be
played on, through which we breathed a few time-
fill strains,-brought hither to taine wild beasts.
As we stood upon the pile of chips by the door,
fsl } w1.-_- s %%-ere :;ailing over head ; and here, over
Slued Pond rnght daily be witnessed, the tyranny"
of the bald eagle over that bird . Toin pointed
av -y over tie Laike to a bald-caffle's nest, which
vii_ plainly visible more than a mile ofF,ou a pine
high Aoc-e the sin=rounding fo esf, and was fre-

	

and, as :Mrs . Fowler said, they were inervly-
p ie " uted fro i vcar io c!ar by the same pair, and

	

scralelied in file flit

	

and had no more visihle
li Id

	

ic-d by thein.

	

There were these two

	

womid than would be produced ht° tile prieli of a
houses ouly

	

there. .

	

his

	

low

	

but,

	

and the

	

eagles'

	

pin.

	

She sheared off the wool from their throats,
airy- c" ,irt-load of fagots .

	

Thoiwis Fowler, too, : and washes! theta and put on soinv salve, and
was persuad: d to join u "., for two ui"n "'ere nece" s-

	

tnrucd them oiit, hilt in a few moriieuts they were
sary to manage the batteau, which was soon to

	

missing, and hwl not been found since.

	

In fact,

carried over the first portage of two miles, round
the Grand Falls of the Penobscot, oil a horse-sled
made of saplings, to jump the numerous rocks in
the way, but we had to wait a couple of hours for
them to catch the horses, which were pastured at
a distance, amid the stump;, airy had wandered
still further oil: The last of the Ydinon for this
season h :Ajust me criglit and wcio dill fresh
in tile pickle . fic .t which e no :gh was extracted to
fill our empty k,-I'll, , and so graduate our iutro
diietion to simpler forest f.ure .

	

The week before,
they had le :=t nine sheep here oui of their tir,'t
flock, by tile wolves .

	

The surviving sheep cattle
round tire hous(", and seemed frightened, which
induced then) to go and look for the rest, alien
t}iev fount! seven dean ~nd lacerated, mud two
sill! alive.

	

Thaw last. they carried to the house,



they were all poisoned, and those that were found

	

maybe relied oil for a tight roof.

	

At length, af-
swelled up at once, so that they saved neither skin

	

tee two hours' d,lay at the place, a streak of ftir
nor wool .

	

This realized the old fables o£ the

	

weather appeared in tile northwest, whither our
wolves and the sheep, and convinced me that that

	

course now lay, promising a serene evening for
ancient hostility still existed .

	

Verily, the steep-

	

our voyage ; and tile driver returned with his
herd boy did not need to sound a false alarm this

	

horses, while we made haste to launch our boat,
time .

	

There were steel traps by the door of va-

	

and commence our voyage in gmod earnest.
rious sizes, for wolves, otter, and bears, with large

	

There were six of r,s, including the two bo ;tt-
claws instead of teeth, to catch in their sinews .

	

men.

	

N'Vith our IMCl:s heaped up near ill(,, bows,
Wolves are frequently killed with poisoned bait

	

and ourselves disposed as bag agv to ;rim the
At length, after we had dined here oil the usual

	

boat, with instructions not to n:cve irn case 1 .70

backwoods' fare, the horses arrived, and the hauled ; should strike a rock, more

	

than so many carrels
our batteau out of the water, and lashed it to its

	

of pork, we pushed out into the first rapid, a :;light
wicker carriage, and, throwing in our packs, specimen of the stream the bad to nevi=Talc.
walked oil before, leaving the boatmen and driver,

	

With Uncle George ill tile stern, and Twil ill III("
who was Tom's brother, to manage the concern,

	

bows, each using a spruce pole about twclvc feet
The route, which led through the wild pasture

	

lon;rr, pointed with iron, and polin r oil the :eu.e
where the sheep were killed, was in some places I Side we shot u

	

the r- " ids like a ,ah7 o "t th , -c
the roughest ever travelled by horses, over rocky
hills, where, the sled bounced and slid along, 1!ke
a vessel pitching in a storm ; and one man was as
necessary to stand at the stern, to prevent the
boat, from being wrecked, as a helmsman it) the
roughest. sea. The philosophy of our progress was
something like this : when the runners struck a
rock three or four feet high, the sled bounced
back and upwards at the same time ; but, as the
horses never ceased pulling, it carne down on the
top of the rock, and so we got over.

	

This portage
probably followed the trail of an ancient Indian
carry round these falls.

	

By 2 o'clock we, ~,vho
had walked oil before, reached the river above the
falls, not far from tile outlet of Quakish Lake, and
waited for the batteau to come tip .

	

We had been
here but a short time, when a thmrder-shower was
seen coming up from the west, over the sail invis-
ible lakes, and that pleasant wilderne ;s which
we were so eager to become acquainted with ; and
soon the heavydrops began t.opatter on the leaves
around us.

	

I had just selected the prostratetrull.,
of a huge pine, five or six feet in diaoir er, and
was crawling under it, when, luckily, tile boat ar-
rived.

	

It would have amused ;t sheltered man to
witness the manner in which it was unlashed, and
whirled over, while the first tt t ,t. -spent burn
upon us .

	

It was no sooner in tile haul ; of tire
eager company than it was abandoned to the first
revolutionary impulse, and to gravity, to adjust it ;
and they might have been seen all stooping to its
shelter, and wriggling; under like so rnauv eels,
before it was fairly depo,ited on the �tumid.
When all were tinder, we propped tip ilr + lee ::ide,
and buried ourselves there, whathng thol " pins f,,r
rowing, when we should reach tile

	

and
made `the woods ring, between Ilre c' ;,l,", of 1hum
der, with such boat-songs a, wve could tei "

	

nbrr .
The horses stood sleek and shiuuw with tile raur,
all drooping and crestfallcu, while, delugo afler
deluge washed over us ; but the bottom of a boat

u

Is
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eras.

tee ru,hitrg and roaring around, so t Y'.tat Only n
practised eye Could distingtnsh a - .fb corrac, or
tell what was deep water and wha , rocl"~,, fre-
quenfly rraiitw the, latter oa one or bothi
xvith a hundred as narrow escapes as ecrr t'rse
go had in pasfling through the Synrplo rades.

	

I,
E who had had some enperience in boating, had
never experienced any half so cxhilartttiag before.
We were luckyto leave exchanged our lndiaus t°or
these mete, who, together with 't'om's brother,
were reputed the best boatmen oil the river, and
were at once indispensable pilots and pleasant
companions. The Canoe is smaller, nacre easily
upset, and sooner worn out ; and the, Indian is
said not to be so aki!ful ill the Manageinr,tt of the
batteau_

	

Ile is, at any rate, 1 sa to rr . r" lie,i on,
and more disposed to sulks and ~clriua .

	

'1 .
!, c,

most familiarity tvit.h d, lo, strcan

	

o r::!h 41te
ocean, would not prepare a

	

nnau

	

ii c- T hi,

	

i,e.

	

idI'.ar
liftvigation ;

	

and

	

the
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i
way, and the loggers' train penetrates to Chesun-

	

Oil the well-flattened, and somewhat faded beds
cook Lake, and still higher up, even two htnulred

	

of arbor-vitro leaves, which stretclwd on either
miles above Bangor .

	

Imagine the solitary sled-

	

hand under the eaves behind us, lay au odd leaf of
track ranting far up into the snowy and ever-

	

the Bible, some genealogical chapter out of the
green wilderness, hemmed in closely for a hundred

	

Old Testarneut ; and, half buried by the leaves,
miles by the forest, and again stretebing straight

	

we

	

found E1nersou's Address oil West

	

India
across the broad surfaces of concealed lakes !

	

Emancipation, which had been left here formerly
NVe were soon in the smooth water of the Qua-

	

by one of our company ; and had had taro coneerts

kish Lake, and took o!tr turns at rowing and pad-

	

to Cee librrfy prratii here, as I was told ; also, all

filing across it .

	

It is a small, irregtdar, but hand-

	

odd number of the \Vestrniuster Review, for 7534,
some lake, shut in oil all sides by the forest, and

	

and a pamphlet entitled History of the Erection of
showing no traces of 111411 but some low boom in a

	

tire

	

Monument on the Grave of 1Ivron holly.
distant cove, reserved for Spring rise.

	

The spruce

	

This was the readable, or reading matter, ill a
and cedar on its shores, hang with gray moss,

	

hunberer's camp ill the Vaiue woods. thirty miles
looked at a distance tike the ghosts of trees . from a road, which would be given rip to the
Docks were sailing here and there oil

	

its surface,

	

bears

	

in

	

a

	

fortnight.

	

These

	

things

	

were

	

well
and a solitary loon, like a more living wave-a I thumbed and soiled .

	

This gang was headed by
vital

	

spot oil

	

the

	

lake's

	

surface-laughed

	

and I one John Morrison, a good specimen of a Yankee ;
1

	

frolicked, and showed its straight leg, for our If and was necessarily composed of men not bred to
amusement.

	

Joe Merry

	

Mountain appeared

	

u

	

the bnsine,:s of darn building,but who were Jatks.
the northwest, as if it were looking down oil this ; at-all-trades, handy with the axe, and other sim-
lake especially ; and we had our first, but a par-

	

plc implements, and well skilled in wood mid wa-
tial view of litaadu, its snlnnnit veiled in clouds,

	

ter craft .

	

We had }tot cakes for oar supper, even
like a dark istliuins ill that quarter, connecting

	

here white as snowy ball ;. Gut %vithout butter, and
the heavens with the earth.

	

After two miles of

	

the "ever- fatliltg swee - cakes, with which we filled

	

c
smooth rowing across this lake, we found ourselves

	

our pockets, foreseeing that e e should not soon
in the river again, which was a continuous rapid I~ meet with the like again .

	

Such delicate puff'-
for out, mile, to the darn, requiring all the streangtk

	

halls seemed a sin ;a!sr diet for trnc!:wacroeisnneu .
and skill of our boatlneu to pole up it .

	

I There was also tea without mills s%veetered with
This dams is a quite important and expensive

	

molasses .

	

And so, exchongin,,, a word with John
work for this cou11try, whither cattle and horses

	

'Morrison and his gang when we had returned to
canncat penetrate ill tire `runner, raising the, I

the shore, and also excharwin;r wtr batteau for a
whole river t<sn feet, and Hooding, as they said,

	

better still, we made baste to improve tire little
some sixty square miles by means of the inntnne- i daylight that remained.

	

This

	

earnp,

	

exactly
rable lakes with which the river connects .

	

It is

	

twenty-nino miles from Mattawarnkeag Point, by
a lofty and solid structure, with sloping piers some

	

the wvay wo had tonne, and about one hum.rcd
distance above, made of frames of logs filled with i from Bangor by the river, wv ;rs the last ltnnnau
stones, to break the ice.

	

Here every log pays toll ~II habitation of any kind in this direction .

	

Beyond,
as it passes through tlv, sluices.

	

1

there

	

w";as

	

no trail ; and the river

	

and

	

lakes,

	

b
We filed into the rude logger's camp at this ~I batteau and canoes, was' ccusidered tire only prac

place, such as I have described, without ceremony,

	

ticable route.

	

We were abort thirty un!b"s by the
and the cook, at that moment the sole occupant,

	

river frown the sommlt of Iitt.adn, v: 1 nch was ill
at once set about preparing tea for his visitors .

	

sight, then^11 not more than twenty, perhaps, ill a
His fire-place, which the rain had converted into

	

straight. line .
a mud-puddle, was soon blazing aguiu, and we

	

fcsn QR r:twr ?t .]
sat down on the log benches around it to dry us .

7
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KTAADN, AND THE MAINE WOODS.

BY HENRY D . THOREAU .

BOATING ON THE LAKES

IT being about the full of the moon, and a warm

	

bold mountainous shore, as we might have ex-

and pleasant evening, we decided to row five miles

	

petted, but only isolated hills and mountains rising

by moonlight to the head of the North Twin Lake,

	

here and there from the plateau.

	

The country

lest the wind should rise on the morrow .

	

After

	

is an archipelago of lakes,-the lake-country of

one mile of river, or what the boatmen call '° thor-

	

New England.

	

Their levels vary but a few feet,

oughfare,"-for the river becomes at length only

	

and the boatmen, by short portages, or by none at

the connecting link between the lakes,-and some

	

all, pass easily from one to another.

	

They say

slight rapid which had been mostly made smooth

	

that at very high water the Penobscot and the

water by the dam, we entered the North Twin

	

Kennebec flow into each other, or at any rate, that

Lake just after sundown, andsteered across for the

	

you may lie with your face in the one and your

river 11 thoroughfare," four miles distant .

	

This is

	

toes in the other.

	

Even the Penobscot and St .

a noble sheet of water, where one may get the

	

John have been connected by a canal, so that the

impression which a new country and a , I lake of

	

lumber of the Allagash, instead of going down the

the woods " are fitted to create.

	

These was the

	

St

	

John, comes down the Penobscot ; and the

smoke of no log-hut nor camp of any kind to

	

Indian tradition that the Penobscot once ran both

greet us, still less was any lover of nature or mu-

	

ways for his convenience, is, in one sense, partially

sing traveller watching our batteau from the dis-

	

realized to-day .
tart hills ; not even the Indian hunter was there,

	

None of our party but McCauslin had been

for he rarely climbs them, but hugs the river like

	

above this lake, so we trusted to him to pilot us,

ourselves.

	

No face welcomed us but the fine

	

and we could not but confess the importance of a

fantastic sprays of free and happy evergreen trees, ~, pilot on these waters .

	

While it is river, you will

waving one above another in their ancient home .

	

not easily forget which way is up stream ; but

At first the red clouds hung over the western

	

when you enter a lake, the river is completely lost,

shore as gorgeously as if over a city, and the lake

	

and you scan the distant shores in vain to find

lay open to the light with even a civilized aspect,

	

where. i t comes in .

	

Astranger is, for the time at

as if expecting trade and commerce, and towns ; least, lost, and must set about a voyage of discov-

and villas.

	

We could distinguish the inlet to cry first of all to find the river. To follow

the South Twin, which is said to be the larger, i the windings of the shore when the lake is ten

where the shore was misty and blue, and it was

	

miles or even more in length, and of an irregu

worth the while to look thus through a narrow

	

larity which will not soon be mapped, is a weari-

opening across the entire expanse of a concealed I some voyage, and will spend his time and his

lake to its own yet more dim and distant shore.

	

provisions.

	

They tell a story of a gang of expe-

The shores rose gently to ranges of low hills cov-

	

rieuced woodmen sent to a location oil this stream,

ered with forests ; and though in fact the most

	

who were thus lost in the wilderness of lakes.

valuable white pine timber, even about this lake,

	

They cut their way through thickets, and carried

had been culled out, this would never have been

	

their baggage and their boats over from lake to

suspected by the voyager.

	

'Che impression, which j lake, sornetintes several miles.

	

They carried into

indeed corresponded with the fact, was as if we

	

Vlilliuocket lake, which is on another stream, and

were upon a high table land between the States

	

is tell miles square, and contains a hundred islands.

and Canada, the northern side of which is drained I They explored its shores thoroughly, and

	

then

by the St . John and Chaudiere, the southern by

	

carried into another and another, and it was a

the Penobscot and Kennebec .

	

'there

	

was no 1 week of toil and anxiety before they found the
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Penobscot river again, and then their provisions
were exhausted, and they were obliged to re-
turn.

While Uncle George steered for a small island
near the head of the lake, now just visible like a
speck oil the water, we rowed by turns swiftly
over its surface, singing such boat-songs as we
could remember .

	

The shores seemed at an in-
definite distance in the moonlight.

	

Occasionally
we paused in our singing and rested on our oars,
while we listened to hear if the wolves howled,
for this is a common serenade, and my compan-
ions affirmed that it was the most dismal and un-
earthly of sounds ; but we heard none this time .
-Ifwe did not hear, however, we did listen, not
without a reasonable expectation ; that at least
I have to tell,-only some utterly uncivilized, big-
throated owl hooted loud and dismally in the
drear and boughy wilderness, plainly not nervous
about his solitary life, nor afraid to hear the echoes
of his voice there. We remembered also that
possibly moose were silently watching us from the
distant coves, or some surly bear, or timid red
deer or caribou had been startled by our singing.
It was with new emphasis that we sang there the

(

	

Canadian boat-song-

"Row, brothers, row, the stream runs fast :
The rapids are near, and the daylight's past,"-

which described precisely our own adventure,
and was inspired by the description of exactly
this kind of life,-for the rapids were ever near,
and the daylight long past ; the woods oil shore
looked dim, and many an 1?tawa's tide here
emptied into the lake .

" Why should we yet our sail unfurl ?
There is not a breath the blue wave to curl
But when the wind blows otrthe shore,
Oh, sweetly we'll rest our laboring oar"

"Utawa's tide ! this trembling moon
Shall see us float o'er thy surges soon ."

At last we glided past the " green isle " which
had been our landmark, all joining in the chorus ;
as if by the watery links of rivers and of lakes we
were about to float over unmeasured zones of
earth, bound on unimaginable adventures .

"Saint of this green isle, hear our pray
Grant us cool days and favoring air."

About nine o'clock we reached the river, and
ran our boat into a natural haven between some
rocks, and drew her out on the sand . This
camping ground IVIcCauslia had been familiar
with in his lumbering days, and lie now struck it
unerringly in the moonlight, and we heard the
sound of the rills which would supply us with cool
water emptying into the lake . The first business
was to make a fire, an operation which was a
little delayed by the wetness of the fuel and the

ground, owing to the heavy showers of the after-
noon. The fire is the main comfort of a camp,
whether in summer or winter, and is about as
ample at one season as at another.

	

It is as well
for cheerfulness, as for warmth and dryness .

	

It
forms one side of the camp ; one bright side at
any rate .

	

Some were dispersed to fetch in dead
trees and boughs, while Uncle George felled the
birches and beeches which stood convenient, and
soon we had a fire some ten feet long by three or
four high, which rapidly dried the sand before it.
This was calculated to burn all night.

	

We next
proceeded to pitch our tent ; which operation
was performed by sticking our two spike poles into
the ground in a slanting direction, about ten feet
apart, for rafters, and then drawing our cotton
cloth over then.,, and tying it down at the ends,
leaving it open in front, shed-fashion. But this
evening the wind carried the sparks on to the
tent and burned it.

	

So the hastily drew up the
batteau just within the edge of the woods before
the fire, and propping up one side three or fourfeet
high, spread the tent oil the ground to lie oil ; and
with the corner of a blanket, or what more or less
we could get to put over us, lay down with our
heads and bodies under the boat, and our feet and
legs on the sand toward the fire.

	

At first we lay
awake, talking of our course, andfinding ourselves
in so convenient a posture for studyinlr the hea-
vens, with the moon and stars shining in our
faces, our conversation naturally turned upon as-
tronomy, and we recounted by turns the most
interesting discoveries in that science . But at
length we composed ourselves seriously to sleep.
It was interesting, when awakened at midnight,
to watch the grotesque and fiendlike forms and
motions of some one of the party, who, not being
able to sleep, had got up silently to arouse the fire,
and add fresh fuel, for a change ; now stealthily
lugging a dead tree from out the dark, and heav-
ing it on, now stirring up the embers with his
fork, or tiptoeing about to observe the stars,
watched, perchance, by half the prostrate party
in breathless silence ; so much the more intense
because they were awake, while each supposed
his neighbor sound asleep .

	

Thus aroused, I too
brought fresh file] to the fire, and then rambled
along the sandy shore in the moonlight, hoping
to meet a moose come down to drink, or else a
wolf

	

The little rill tinkled the louder . and peo-
pled all the wilderness for me ; and the glassy
smoothness of the sleeping lake, laving the shores
of a new world; with the dark, fantastic rocks ri-
sing here and there from its surface, made a
scene not easily described .

	

It has left such an
impression of stern yet gentle wildness on my
memory as will not soon be etlaced. Not far
from midnight, we were one after another awa-
kened by rain falling on our extrenfties ; and as



each was made aware of the fact by cold or wet,
he drew a long sigh and then drew up his legs,
until gradually we had all sidled ronud from lying
at right angles with the boat, till our bodies formed
an acute auglo with it, and were wholly protected .
When next we awoke the moon and stars were
shining again, and there were signs of dawn in
the east. I have been thus particular in order to
convey some idea of a night in the woods.
We had soon launched and loaded oar boat,

and, leaving our fire blaziiem,, were off again before
breakfast . The lnmberers rarely trouble them-
selves to put out their fires, such is the dampness
of the primitive forest ; and this is one cause, no
doubt, of the frequent fires in 111aiue, of which we
hear so much on smoky days in Massachusetts.
The forests are held cheap after the white pine has
been culled out ; and the explorers and hunters
pray for rain only to clear the atmosphere of
smoke.

	

The woods were so wet to-day, however,
that there was no danger of our fire spreading.
After poling up half a mile of river, or thorough-
fare, we rowed a mile across the foot of Pamadum-
cook Lake, which is the name given on the map
to this whole chain of lakes, as if there was but
one, though they are, in each instance, distinctly
separated by a reach of the river, with its narrow
and rocky channel and its rapids . This lake,
which is one of the largest, stretched north-west
ten miles, to hills and mountains in the distance.
McCauslin pointed to some distant and, as yet, in-
accessible forests of white pine, on the sides of a
mountain in that direction.

	

TheJoe Merry Lakes,
which lay between us and Moosehead, on the
west, were recently, if they are not still, " sur-
rounded by some of the best timbered land in the
state."

	

By another thoroughfare we passed into
Deep Cove, a part of the same lake, which makes
up two miles, toward the north-east, and rowing
two miles across this, by another short thorough-
fare, entered Ambejijis Lake .

At the entrance to a lake we sometimes ob-
served what is technically called "° fencing stuff"
or the unhewn timbers of which booms are formed,
either secured together in the water, or laid up on
the rocks and lashed to trees, for spring use. But
it was always startling to discover so plain a trail
of civilized man there.

	

I remember that I was
strangely affected when we were returning, by the
sight of a ring-bolt well drilled into a rock, and
fastened with lead, at the, head of this solitary
Ambejijis Lake.

It was easy to see, that driving logs must be all

exciting as well as arduous and dangerous business .
All winter long the logger goes on piling up the
trees which he has trimmed and hauled in some
dry ravine at the head of a stream, and then in
the spring he stands on the bank, and whistles for
Rain and Thaw, ready to wring the perspiration
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out of his shirt to swell that tide, till suddenly,
with a whoop and halloo from him, shutting his
eyes, as if to bid farewell to tho existing state of
things, a fair proportion of his winter's work goes
scrambling down the country, followed by his faith-
ful dogs, Thaw, and Rain, and Freshet, and Wind,
the whole pack in full cry, toward the Orono
Mills . Every log is marked with the owner's
name, cut in the sapwood with an axe, or bored
with an auger, so deep as not to be worn off in the
driving, and yet not so as to injure the timber ; and
it requires considerable ingenuity to invent new
and simple marks where there are so many own-
ers.

	

They have quite an alphabet of their own,
which only the practised call read.

	

One of my
companions read off from his memorandum book
some marks of his own logs, among which there
were crosses, belts, crow's feet, girdles, &c ., as
Y-girdle-crow-foot, and various other devices.
When the logs have run the gauntlet of innumer-
able rapids and falls, each on its own account,
with more or less jamming and bruising, those
bearing various owners' marks being mixed up to-
gether, since all must take advantage of the samo
freshet, they are collected together at the head, of
the lakes, and surrounded by a boom fence of float-
ing logs, to prevent their being dispersed by the
wind, and are thus towed all together, like a flock
of sheep, across the lake, where there is no cur-
rent, by a windlass, or boom-head, such as we
sometimes saw standing on an island or head-laud,
and, if circumstances permit, with the aid of sails
and oars .

	

Sometimes, notwithstanding, the logs
are dispersed over many miles of lake surface in a
few hours by winds and freshets, and thrown up
on distant shores, where the driver can pick tip on-
ly one or two at a time, and return with them to
the thoroughfare ; and, before lie gets his flock
well through Ambejijis or Pamadumcook, lie
makes many a wet and uncomfortable camp on
the shore.

	

He must be able to navigate a log as
if it were a canoe, and be as indifferent to cold and
wet as a nmskrat.

	

Sometimes the logs are thron" r3
Lip on rocks in such positions as to be irrecove .-
able but by another freshet as high, or they jain
together at rapids and falls, and accumulato in
vast piles, which the driver must start at the, risk
of his life.

	

Such is the lumber business, which
depends on many accidents, as the early freezuro
ofthe rivers, that the teams may get up in season,
a sufficient freshet in the spring, to fetch the logs
down, and many others .

Ambejijis, this quiet Sunday morning, struck
me as the most beautiful lake we had seen .

	

It is
said to be one of the deepest .

	

Wehad the fairest
view of Joe Merry, Double Top, and Ktaadu, from
its surface .

	

The summit of the latter had a sin-
gularly flat table-land appearance, like a short
highway, where a demigod might be let down to
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take a turn or two in an afternoon, to settle his
dinner. We rowed a mile and a half to near the

head of the lake, and, pushing through a field of

lily pads, landed, to cook our breakfast by the side
of a large rock, known to McCauslin.

	

0urbreak-

fast consisted of tea, with hard bread and pork, and

fried salmon, which we ate with forks neatly
whittled from alder-twigs, which grew there, off
strips of birch-bark for plates .

	

The tea was black
tea, without milk to color or sugar to sweeten it,
and two tin dippers were our tea cups .

	

This bev-
erage is as indispensable to the loggers as to any
gossiping old women in the land, and they, no
doubt, derive great comfort from it. Here was
the site of an old logger's camp, remembered by
McCauslin, now overgrown with weeds and bushes .
In the midst of a dense underwood, we noticed a
whole brick, on a rock, in a small run, clean, and
red, and square, as in a brick-yard, which had
been brought thus far formerly for camping.
Some of us afterward regretted that we had not
carried this on with us to the top of the mountain,
to be left there for our mark .

	

It would certain-
ly have been a simple evidence of civilized man.
McCauslin said, that large wooden crosses made
of oak, still sound, were sometimes found standing
in this wilderness, which were set up by the first
Catholic missionaries who came through to the
Kennebec .

In the next nine miles, which were the extent
of our voyage, and which it took us the whole day
to get over, we rowed across several small lakes,
poled up numerous rapids and thoroughfares, and
carried over four portages. I will give the names
and distances, for the benefit of future tourists.
First, after leaving Ambejijis Lake, we had a
quarter of a mile of rapids to the portage, or carry
of ninety rods around Ambejijis Falls ; then a mile
and a half through Passamagamet Lake, which is
narrow and river-like, to the falls of the same
name-Ambejijis stream coming in on the right ;
then two miles through Katopskonegan Lake to
the portage of ninety rods around Katepskonegan
Falls, which name signifies " carrying place "-
Passamagamet stream coming in on the left ; then
three miles through Poehwockomus Lake, a slight
expansion of the river, to the portage of forty rods
around the falls of the same name-Katepskonc-
gan stream coming in on the left ; then three
quarters of a mile through Aboljacarmegus Lake,
similar to the last, to the portage of forty rods
around the falls of the same name ; then half a
mile of rapid water to the Sowadnehunk dead-
water, and the Aboljacknagesic stream .

This is generally the order of names as you as-
cend tlro river :-First, the lake, or, if there is no
expansion, the dead-water ; then the falls ; then
the stream emptying into the lake, or river
above, all o£ the same name .

	

First we came to

Passamagamet Lake, then to Passamagamet Falls,
then to Passamagamet stream, emptying in . This
order and identity of names, it will be perceived, is
quite philosophical, since the dead-water or lake is
always at least partially produced by the stream
emptying in above ; and the first fall below, which
is the outlet of that lake, and wherethat tributary
water makes its first plunge, also naturally bears
the same name .

At the portage around Ambejijis Falls, I ob-
served a pork-barrel on the shore, with a hole
eight or nino inches square cut in one side, which
was set against an upright rock ; but the bears,
without turning or upsetting the barrel, had gnaw .
ed a hole in the opposite side, which looked exact-
ly like an enormous rat hole, big enough to put
their heads in ; and at the bottom of the barrel
were still left a few mangled and slabbered slices
ofpork . It is usual for the lumberers to leave
such supplies as they cannot conveniently carry
along with them at carries or camps, to which the
next comers do not scruple to help themselves, they
being the property commonly not of an individual,
but a company, who can afford to deal liberally.

I will describe particularly how we got over
some of these portages and rapids, in order that the
reader may get an idea of the boatman's life . At
Ambejijis Falls, for instance, there was the rough-
est path imaginable cut through the woods ; at
first up hill at an angle of nearly forty-five de
grees, over rocks and logs without end.

	

This was
the manner of the portage :-We first carried over
our baggage, and deposited it on the shore at the
other end; theta returning to the batteau, we drag-
ged it up the hill by the painter, and onward, with
frequent pauses, over half the portage .

	

But this
was a bungling way, and would soon have worn
out the boat .

	

Commonly, three men walk over
with a batteau weighing from five to eight hun-
dred pounds on their heads and shoulders, the tall-
est standing under the middle of the boat, which
is turned over, and one at each end.

	

More can-
not well take hold at once. But this requires
some practice, as well as strength, and is in any case
extremely laborious, and wearing to the constitu
tion, to follow.

	

We were, on the whole, rather
an invalid party, and could render our boatmen
but little assistance .

	

Ourtwo men at length took
the batteau upon their shoulders, and, while two
of us steadied it, to prevent it from rocking and

wearing into their shoulders, on which they placed
their hats folded, walked bravely over the remain-
ing distance, with two or three pauses.

	

In the
same manner they accomplished the other porta-
ges.

	

With this crushing weight they must climb
and stumble along over fallen trees and slippery

rocks of all sizes, where those who walked by the
s
narronarrowness

were continually brushed o$; such was the
arrowness of the path .

	

But we were fortunate
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not to have to cut our path in the first place.
Before we launched our boat, we scraped the hot-
totn smooth again with our knives, where it had
rubbed on the rocks, to save friction .
To avoid the difficulties of the portage, our men

determined to '° warp up " the Passamagamet
Falls : so while the rest walked over the portage
with the baggage, I remained in the batteau, to
assist in warping tip. We were soon in the midst
of the rapids, which were. more swift and tumul-
tuous than any we had poled up, and had turned
to the side of the stream for tile purpose of warp-
ing, when the boatmen, who felt some pride in
their skill, and vrerc ambitious to do something
more than usual, for my benefit, as I surmised,
took one more view of the rapids, or rather the
falls ; and in answer to our question, whether we
could n't get up there, the other answered that he
guessed lie 'd try it : so we pushed again into the
midst of the stream, and began to struggle with
the current .

	

I sat in the nniddle of the boat, to
trim it, moving slightly to the right or left as it
grazed a rock .

	

With an uncertain and wavering
motion we wound and bolted our way up, until the
bow was actually raised two feet above the stern
at the steepest pitch ; and then, when everything
depended upon his exertions, the bowman's pole
snapped in two ; but before be had time to take
the spare one, which I reached him, he had saved
himself with the fragment upon a rock ; and so
we got up by a hair's breadth ; and Uncle George
exclaimed, that that was never done before ; and
he had not tried it, if he bad not known whom he
had got in the bow-nor he in the bow, if he had
not known him in the stern.

	

At this place there
was a regular portage cut through the woods ; and
our boatmen had never known a batteau to as-
cend the falls.

	

As near as I can remember, there
was a perpendicular fall here, at the worst place

	

their own lost garments .
of the whole Penobscot River, two or three feet at

	

Oak Hall carry.
least.

	

I could not sufficiently admire the skill and

	

The forenoon was as serene and placid on thus
coolness with

	

which they

	

performed

	

this

	

feat,

	

wild stream in the woods as we are apt to imagine
never speaking to each other.

	

The bowman, not

	

that Sunday in summer usually is ill l'Ias~acl:u-
looking behind, but knowing exactly what tile setts . We were occasionally startled by tl :o
other is about, works as if lie worked alone ; now

	

scream of a bald-eagle, sailing over the stream ill
sounding in vain for a bottom in fifteen feet of wa-

	

front

	

of our

	

batteau ; or of the 1sh-hawks;, ou
tar, while the boat falls back several rods, held I whom he levies his contributions .

	

'There were, at
straight only with the greatest skill and exertion ; 11 intervals, small meadows of a few acres en the
or, while the sternnnau obstinately holds his sides of the strez.nn, waving with uncut grass,
ground, like a turtle, the bowman springs from

	

which attracted the attention of our boatmen, who
side to side with wonderful suppleness and dexteri-

	

regretted that they were not nearer to their clear-
ty, scanning the rapids and the rocks with a thon-

	

u:gs, and calculated ]now many stacks they iflL,, l :t
sand eyes ; and now, having got a bito at last,

	

cut.

	

Two or three men sometimes spend thf ,
with a lusty shove which makes his pole bend and

	

summer by themselves, cutting,, tile grass in there
quiver, and tile

	

whole boat tremble, he ;rains a

	

meadows, to sell to the lo gger;, in the i mt

	

- since
few feet upon the river .

	

To add to the danger,

	

it will fetch a higher price on the spot than i .: aar°
the poles are liable at any time to be caught be-

	

market in the state .

	

On a stnull isle, covered
tween the rocks, and wrenched out of their hands,

	

with this kind of rush, or cut grass, on which v-e
leaving them at the mercy of the rapids-the

	

landed, to consult about our further course, wo

rocks, as it were, lying in wait, like so many ali-
gators, to catch them in their teeth, and jerk them
from your hands, before you have stolen an effect-
ual shove against their palates . The pole is set
close to the boat, and the prow is made to over-
shoot, and just turn the corners of the rocks, in
the very teeth of the rapids . Nothing but the
length and lightness, and the slight draught of the
batteau, enables them to make any headway.
The bowman must quickly choose his course ; there
is no time to deliberate .

	

Frequently the boat is
shoved between rocks where both sides touch, and
the waters on either hand are a perfect maelstrom.

Half a mile above this, two of us tried our hands
at poling up a slight rapid ; and we were just sur-
mounting the last difficulty, when an unlucky
rock confounded our calculations ; and while the
battean was sweeping round irrecoverably amid
the whirlpool, we were obliged to resign the poles
to more skilful hands.

Katepskonegan is one of the shallowest and
weediest of the lakes, and looked as if it might
abound in pickerel . The falls of tile same name,
where we stopped to dine, are cortsiderahlo and
quite picturesque.

	

Here Uncle George had seen
trout caught by the barrel-full ; but they would
not rise to our bait at this hour.

	

Half way over
this carry, thus far in the Maine wilderness on its
way to the Provinces, we noticed a large flaming
Oak Hall hand-bill, about two feet long, wrapped
round the trunk of a pine, from which the bark
had been stript, and to which it was fast glued by
the pitch.

	

This should be recorded among the ad-
vantages of this mode of advertising, that so, pos-
sibly, even the bears and wolves, nncose, deer, ot-
ter, and beaver, not to mention tile Indian, may
learn where they call fit themselves according to
the latest fashion, or, at least, recover sonm of

dir e elnistened this tile

t,



noticed the recent track of a moose, a large, round-

	

painter to me, who had followed him, and took his
ish hole, in the soft wet ground, evincing the

	

place again in the bows.

	

Leaping from rock to
great

	

and weight of the animal that made it.

	

rock in the shoal water close to the shore, and
"Phec are fond of the water, and visit all these

	

now and then getting a bite with the rope round
island-meadows, swimming as easily from island

	

an upright one, I held the boat while one reset
to island as they make their way through the ! his polo, and then all three forced it upward
thickets on laud.

	

Now and then we passed what I against any rapid.

	

This was °' warping up."
llleCauslin called a pokelogan, an Indian term for

	

When apart of us walked round atsuch a place, w-o
what the drivers might have reason to call a poke-

	

generally took the precaution to take out the most
logs-in, an inlet that leads nowhere : if you get to

	

valuable part of the

	

baggage, for fear of being
you have got to get out again the same, way. These,

	

swamped.
and the frequent °1 run-rounds," which come into i

	

As we poled up a swift rapid for half a mile
the river again, would embarrass an inexperienced

	

above Aboljacarmegus

	

Falls, some of the party
voyager not a little.

	

read their own marks on the huge logs which lay
The carry around Pockwockomus Falls was

	

piled up high and dry on the rocks on either hand,
exceedingly rough and rocky, the batteau having

	

the relics probably of a jam which had taken
to be lifted directly from the water tip four or five

	

place here in the Great Freshet in the spring .
feet on to a rock, and launched again down a 1 Many of these would have to wait for another
similar bank .

	

The rocks on this portage were

	

great freshet, perchance, if they lasted so long,
covered with the dents made by the spikes in the

	

before they could be got off

	

It was singular
lumberers' boots while staggering over under the

	

enough to meet with property of theirs which
weight of their batteau ; and you could see where

	

they had never seen, and where they had

	

never
the surface of some large rocks on which they had

	

been before, thus detained by freshets and rocks
rested their batteaux was worn quite smooth with

	

when on its way to them.

	

Methinks that must
use.

	

As it was, we had carried over but half the

	

be where all my property lies, cast up oil the rocks
usual portage at this place for this stage of the

	

on some distant and unexplored stream, and wait-
water, and launched our boat in the smooth wave

	

ing for an unheard-of freshet to fetch it down .
just curving to the fall, prepared to struggle with

	

O make haste, ye gods, with your winds and
the most vie''i nt rapid we had to encounter.

	

The

	

rains, and start the jam before it rots !
rest of tue party walked over the remainder of the

	

The last half mile carried

	

it,, to the Sow"adno-
porta e, while I remained with the boatmen to

	

chunk dead-water, so called from the stream of
assist ill warping up.

	

Clue had to hold the boat

	

the same name, signifying " running 1 "ctwcen
while the other., got in to prevent it from going over

	

mountains," an important tributary which comes
the falls .

	

When we had pushed up the rapids as

	

in a mile above.

	

Here we decided to camp,
far as possible, keeping close to the shore, Tom

	

about twenty miles from the Dam, at the mouth of
seized the painter and leaped out upon a rock just

	

Murch Brook and,tho Aboljacknagesic, mountain
visible in the water, but lie lost his footing not-

	

streams, broad off from Ktaadn, and about

	

a do-
withstanding his spiked boots, and was instantly I ..^,en miles from its summit ; having made fifteen
amid the rapids ; but recovering himself by good

	

miles this day.
luck, and reaching another rock, lie passed the I

	

[END OF PART 111 .]

Ocnass roil, and pianets shine,
Father, o'er this earth of Thine.
We by Thy hounteoits Band are fed;
Thy b!essinga rich are o'cr uselied .
And we would bow Thy throne hefore-
Wollk! iwmhik, boy., and rhee adore .
f)u* hearts to Thine, great <7od, incline ;
For well ice know, all power is Thimc>
Teach its to live from sin apart,
And NN orship 'Plicc in decd and heart.
We've wan,ler'd froui our spheres, Great God,
And well dcaerve Thy chastening rod .
Sin has estrang'd us far from Thee,

A H Y 1171 .

BY AMt .

Yet suppliant now ire b_ ;id Lx knee .
tilde i,ot front us Tht` gra^tolls face ;
But ill the richness ol' Thy grace
Be pleased to lend a listening car :-
13C pleased our liuinble prayer to hear .
In years to come, great God, we play,
That we may walk in Wisdoms way ;
Her narrow path may never leave,
Nor Thy good spirit ever grie,e .
In tempted hour forsake us not ;
Ne'er let Thy mercies be foruot ;
And, for the sake of Thy dear Son,
Teach us :o say, "Thy will be done ! "



BY HENRY D . TIIOREAU.
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THE ASCENT OF KTAADN .

KTAADN, AND THE MAINE WOODS.

Wr had been told by McCauslin that we should I remedy this evil : for one, who had lost his hook,
here find trout enough : so while some prepared . stood on shore to catch them as they fell in a per-
the camp, the rest fell to fishing. Seizing the feet shower around hiln-sometimes, wet and
birch poles which some party of Indians or white slippery, full in his face and bosom, as his arms
hunters ]lad left on the shore, and baitiog our were outstretched to receive them . While yet

j

	

hooks with pork, and with trout, as soon as they I alive, before their tints had laded, they glistened
were caught, we cast our lines into the mouth of like the fairest flowers, the product of primitive
the Aboljachnagesic, a clear, swift, shallow stream,

	

rivers ; and he could hardly trust his senses, as lie
which came in from Iitaadn .

	

Instantly a shoal

	

stood over them, that these jewels should have
of white chivin, (leucisci pulchelli,) silvery roaches,

	

swain away in that

	

Aboljucl.uagesic

	

water for
cousin-trout, or what not, iarlo and small, prowl-

	

so long, so naal:y dark a<re.s ;-these bright fluvia-

a ing thereabouts, fell upon our bait, and one after

	

tile flowers, seen of lildians only, made beautiful,
another were lauded amidst the bushes . Anon I the Lord only knows mhy, to swim there! I
their cousins, the true trout, took their turn, and

	

could understand better, for this, the truth of my-
alternately the speckled trout, and the silvery

	

thology, the. fables of Protens, and all those bean-
roaches, swallowed the bait as fast as we could
throw in ; and the finest specimens of both that I
have ever seen, the largest one weighing three
pounds, were heaved upon the shore, thongli at
fist in vain, to wrig-,de down into the water a~!ain,
for we stood in the boat ; but soon we

	

leanted to
VOL. III-NO ._

	

Iv.

	

12~
s

	

-_________-

tiful

	

sea-roonsters,--how all

	

history, indeed,

	

put
to a terrestrial use, is mere history ; but put to a
celestial, is mytho'q v always .

But there is the iouffh voice of Uncle George,

	

t
who cornrnands at the frying-pan, to send over

	

i
what you've got, and then you may stay till

177
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morning.

	

The pork sizzles, and cries for fish . to guide its further in this direction . At first,
Luckily for the foolish race, and this particularly

	

pushing a few rods up the Aboljacknagesic, or
foolish generation of trout, the night shut down at

	

° open-land stream," we fastened our battean to
last, not a little deepened by the dark side of

	

a tree, and travelled up the north side, through
Ktaadn, which, like a permanent shadow, reared

	

burnt lands, now partially overgrown with young
itself from the eastern bank.

	

So we accompanied

	

aspens, and other shrubbery ; but soon, recrossing
Tom into the woods, to cut cedar-twigs for our

	

this stream, where it was about fifty or sixty feet
bed.

	

While he went ahead with the axe, and

	

wide, upon a jam of logs and rocks, and you could
lops offthe smallest twigs of the flat-leaved cedar,

	

cross it by this means almost anywhere, westruck
the arbor-vitro of the gardens, we gathered them

	

at once for the highest peak, over a mile or more
up, and returned with them to the boat, until it

	

of comparatively open land, still very gradually
was loaded .

	

Our bed was made with as much

	

ascending the while.

	

Here it fell to my lot, as
care and skill as a roof is shingled ; begiuuing at

	

the oldest mountain-climber, to take the lead : so
the foot, and laying the twig end of the cedar up-

	

scanning the woody side of the mountain, which lay
ward, we advanced to the head, a course at a

	

still at an indefinite distance, stretched out some
time, thus successively covering the stub-ends, and

	

seven or eight miles in length before its, we deter-
producing a soft and level bed.

	

For us six it was

	

mined to steer directly for the base of the highest
about ten feet long by six in breadth .

	

This time

	

peak, leaving a large slide, by which, as I have since
we lay under our tent, having pitched it more

	

learned, some of our predecessors ascended, on our
prudently with reference to the wind and the fire,

	

left .

	

This course would lead us parallel to a dark
and the usual huge fire blazed in front .

	

Supper ' sewn in the forest, which marked the bed of a tor-
was eaten off a large log, which some freshet trad

	

rent, and over a :;light spur, which extended sontlr
throwu up .

	

This night we had a dish of arbor- 11 ward from the mail) mountain, front whose bare
vita, or cedar tea, which the lumberer sometimes ! sarnrrnit we could get an outlook over the country,
uses when other herbs fail,-

	

and climb directly up the peak, which would then
"A quart of r+rb,r-vita,

	

he close at hand .

	

Seen from this

	

point,

	

a bare
't'o make tmn strong and miglny,"-

	

ridge at the extremity of the open land, Ktaadn
but I had no wish to repeat tho experiment .

	

It I presented a different aspect from any mountain I
i

	

had too medicinal a taste for my palate

	

There

	

have seen, there being a greater proportion of na-
ryas the skeleton of a noose here, whose bones

	

ked rock, rising abruptly from the forest ; and we
(

	

some Indian hunters ltad picked on this very spot.

	

looked up at this blue barrier as if it were some
III the night I dreamed of trout-fishing;and, fragment of a wall which anciently bounded the

when at length I awoke, it seemed a fable, that

	

earth in that direction .

	

Setting the compass for a
this painted tislr swain there so near my couch,

	

north-east course, which was the hearing of the
and rose to our hooks the last evening-and I

	

southern base of the highest peak, we were soon
doubted if 1

had
not dreamed it all .

	

So

	

I

	

arose

	

buried in the woods.
t

	

before dawn to test its truth, while my companions

	

We soon began to meet With traces of bears and
were still sleeping .

	

'There stood Iitaadu with dis- I moose. and ,hose of rabbits were everywhere visi-
tenet and cloudless outline in the moonlight ; and i ble.

	

`I Ins tracks of moose, more or less recent, to
the rippling of the rapids was the only sonud to

	

speak literally, covers d every square rod on the
break the stillness .

	

Standing on the shore, I once

	

sides of the rnorurtain ; and these animals are
more cast my line into the stream, and found the I probably snore numerous there now than ever be-
dream to be real, and the faille true .

	

The speck-

	

fore, being driven into this wilderness front all
led trout and silvery roach, like flying fish, sped

	

sides by the settlements.

	

The track of a full-

	

j
swiftly through the rrrooulight air, describing bright

	

grown moose is like that of a core, or larg=er, and
areas on tire dark sido of litaadu, until moonlight,

	

of line young, like that of a calf.

	

Souletimes wo

	

5
(

	

now fading into daylight, brought satiety to my

	

found ourselves truvelllu. in faint i>atlrs, wlrioh
in it, and tine minds of my companions, wlro had

	

they Irad made, like cow-paths iu tire u" uocls, only

	

j
joined me .

	

il far more indistinct, lr ut ; lather o x urn ; , aflbrti-
By six o'clock, having mounted our

	

packs

	

and

	

I iug ituper:

	

:t vi ta, throe� t the den't- nuderwood,
a good blanket full of trout, ready due .ssed, and

	

that trodden putla ; anti everyw"luro the twigs
5

	

swuog UP such lYA r .ne�e and provision as we

	

had been brow-ed by !}w rt clipt a

	

moodily as if
wished to leave fn -hind npon the

	

tops

	

of saplings,

	

by

	

a

	

knife.

	

'11r,

	

trirk of trees

	

was strilrt

	

up by
to beoat of the re tell of tnears, we started

	

for the

	

fu" rn

	

to

	

the

	

bei-lrt of e'nht

	

or nine feet, in ton;;
sturunit of the monut in . distant, as t?uele C:eorge

	

narrow strips, an inch wide, still si3owing the dis-
said the boatmen eall,d

	

it . about

	

four

	

urtles,

	

but

	

tinct rtrenlcs of l

	

it teeth.

	

We

	

expected

	

nothing
as I jmi,-vd, and i,s it lao, cd " n-rer fonrteeu .

	

lie

	

l e " :; s th _ ;r to meet

	

;i bird of ihein every rtrnurent,
had never been nut

	

r- - arer ' 1 m nrwrnta!u than III rend e, r

	

S;itr,,d lu hl It .

	

l >otin,-iron in readi-
this, and there was ru' the >ii, lltc :+t d=nee of roan

	

it,ss : 1) ;t w c"

	

d t it,)! !- t o,t of ortr w-ay to look

E='fiA7~~~~o

r
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for them, and, though numerous, they are so wary,
that the unskilful hunter might range the forest a
long time before he could get sight of one. They
are sometimes dangerous to encounter, and will
not turn out for the hunter, but furiously rush up-
on hits, and trample him to death, unless lie is
lucky enough to avoid them by dodging round a
tree .

	

The largest are nearly as large as a horse,
and weigh twelve hundred pounds ; and it is said
that they can step over a five-feet gate in their
ordinary walk.

	

They are described as exceeding-
ly awkward-looking animals, with their long legs
and short bodies, malting a ludicrous figure when
in full run, but malting great headway neverthe-
less .

	

It seemed a mystery to its how they could
thread these woods, which it required all our sup-
pleness to accomplish, climbing, stooping, and
winding, alternately.

	

They are said to drop their
long and branching horns, which usually spread
five or six feet, on their backs, and make their
way easily by the weight of their bodies.

	

Our
boatmen said, but I know not with how much
truth, that their horns are apt to be gnawed away
by vermin while they sleep.

	

Their flesh, which
is more like beef than venison, is common ill Ban-
gor market.
We had proceeded on thus seven or eight miles,

till about noon, with frequent pauses to refresh the
weary ones, crossing a considerable, mountain
stream, which we conjectured to be March Brook,
at whose mouth we, had camped, all the time in
woods, without having once seen the summit, and
rising very gradually, when the boatmen, begin-
ning to despair a little, and fearing that we were
leaving the mountain on one side of us, for they
had not entire faith in the compass, McCauslin
climbed a tree, from the top of which he could see
the peals, when it appeared that we had not
swerved from a right line, the compass down be-
low still ranging with his arm, which pointed to
the summit. By the side of a cool mountain rill,
amid the woods, where the water began to par-
take of the purity and transparency of the air, we
stopped to cook some of our fishes, which we had
brought thus far ill order to save our hard bread
and pork, in the use of which we had put ourselves
on short allowance.

	

We soon had a fire blazing,
and stood around it, under the damp and sombre
forest of firs and birches, each with a sharpened
stick, three or four feet ill length, upon which he
had spitted his trout, or roach, previously well
gashed and salted, our sticks radiating like the
spokes of a wheel from one centre, and each
crowding; his particular fish into the most desirable
exposure . not with the truest regard always to his
neighbors rights . Thus we regaled ourselves,
driukiug-" rneanwhl(e tit the spring, till one tuan's
pack_ at least, was considerably lightened, witeu
we again tools ill) our line of march.

At length we reached an elevation sufficiently
bare to afford a view of the summit, still distant
and blue, almost as if retreating from its . A tor-
rent, which proved to be the same we had crossed,
was seen tumbling down in front, literally from
out of the clouds .

	

But this glimpse at our where-
abouts was soon lost, and we were buried in the
woods again.

	

The wood was chiefly yellow birch,
spruce, fir, mountain-ash, or round-wood, as the
Maine people call it, and mooso-wood .

	

It was the
worst kind of travelling ; sometimes like the den-
sest scrub-oak patches with its.

	

The cornet, or
bunch-berries, were very abundant, as well as Sol-
omon's seal and mooso-berries .

	

Blue-berries were
distributed along our whole route ; and in one
place the bushes were drooping with the weight of
the fruit, still as fresh as ever.

	

It was the seventh
of September.

	

Snell patches afforded a grateful
repast, and served to bait the tired party forward.
When any laggod behind, the cry of °° blue-ber
ries " was most efli "ctual to [)rill, theta op.

	

Even
at this elevation we passed through a ruoose-yard,
formed by a large flat rock, four or five rods
square, where They tread down the snow ill winter.
At length, fearing that if we held the direct course
to the summit, we should not find any water near
our camping-ground, we gradually swerved to the
west, till, at four o'clock, we struck again the torrent
which I have mentioned, and here, ill view of the
summit., the weary party decided tocamp that night.

While my- companions were seeking a suitable
spot for this purpose, I improved the little day-
light that was left ill climbing the mountain alone.
We were in a deep and narrow ravine, sloping ill)
to the clouds, at an angle of nearly forty-five de-
grees, and hemmed in by walls of rock, which
were at first covered with low trees, their with im-
penetrable thickets ofserun�w birches and spruce-
trees, and with moss, but at last bare of all vege-
tation but lichens . and almost continually draped
in clouds . Following up the course of the torrent
which occupied this.tad I mean to lay some etrr-
phasis on this word alt-pulling 2113 -self up by the
side of perpendicular falls of twenty or thirty feet,
by the roots of firs and birches, and then, perhaps,
walking a level rod or two in tire. thin stream, for
it tools up the whole ro;td . t':ceudiug by Itu,e steps,
as it were, a giant's stairway, down which a river
flowed, I had soon cleared the trees, and parsed
ou the snceessivo shelves, to look b;Lck ovor the
country.

	

The torrent was from fifteen to thirty
feet wide, without a trib;aarc, < :nd seensiu !v net
diuuuislring ill breadth as I advanced ; but still it
carne rushing and roaring down, with a copious
tide, over and amidst rusts:=es of b;,re roe;-..frwrt
flu very° clcnd>, ,. . tit(, 1g, 1 1 ,i rt ;;!er->poai h;!d j ;tst
burst over the ;uo;mCa _i .

	

f aviw, ti

	

- l;rt, I
began to work ni

	

walv, sear ; eh - Ir, :

	

;dons Ihau
Satan's, auclewly 01"') !,fit (" ; :re,- ;,

	

e the ; :~ ,



bears' nests, and tile bears were even then at
home . This was the sort of garden I made nny
way over, for all eighth of a mile, at the risk, it is
true, or treadinbr oil some of the plants, not seeing
any path though it-certainly tile most treach-
erous and porous country I ever travelled.
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ed from the live tree .

	

It was, perbaps, even a
more grand and desolate place for a night's lodg-
ing than the summit would have been, being in
the neighborhood of those wild trees, and of the
torrent .

	

Some snore aerie] and finer-spirited winds
rushed and roared througtr tine ravine all night,
froni time to time arousing our fire, and dispersing
the embers about.

	

It w " as as if we lay in tile
very scat of a yelling whirlwind .

	

At midnight.,

though not tile highest peak .

	

At first scrambling
on all fours over the tops of ancient black spruce-
trees, (pinus nigra,) old as the flood, from two to
ten or twelve feet in height, their tops flat and
spreading, and their foliage blue and uipt with
cold, as if for centuries they had ceased growing
upward against the bleak sk y, the solid cold .

	

I
walked some good rods erect upon the tops of these
trees, which were overgrown with moss and monu-
tain-cranberries .

	

It seemed that in the course of

	

one of my tredCellows, being startled in his dreams

time they had filled up the intervals between the

	

by the snddeu blazingr tip to its top of a fire-tree,
hngo rocks, and the cold wind had uniformly whose green houghs were dried by the beat,

levelled all over.

	

Here the principle of vegeta_

	

sprang up, with a cry, from his bed, thinking the

tion was hard put to it .

	

There was apparently a

	

world oil fire, and drew tile Whole caurp after
belt of this kind running quite round tile noun-

	

him.
tain, though, perhaps, nowhere so remarkable as

	

In the morning, after wlicltiug oaf appetite, on

here .

	

Once, slumping through, I looked down

	

some raw pork, a wafer of lutrd bread, and a dip-
tell feet, into a dark and cavernoae region, and 1 per of coudensi d Cloud

	

or water--out, we alto-

saw the stem of a spruce, on whose top I'stood, as

	

gether begun to male our ti uv up the, falls, which

on a mass of coarse basket-work, ftdl.)" nine inches

	

I have described ; tins>: time+

	

choosing

	

tine

	

right

in

	

diameter at tile

	

ground.

	

'these

	

holes

	

were

	

hand, or highest

	

peal:, which

	

v.its not tile ono

	

I
had approached before .

	

RA soon m) companions
were lost to niy" si,, lit lwhin't the triountaiu ridge
in my rear, which hill eeenwd ever retreating be-
fore me, and I climbed alone over huge rocks,
looseIN , poised, a mile, or more, still edging toward
the clouds-for though tine day kA-as clear else-
where, the summit was concealed by mist, the
mountain seemed a vast aggregation of loose rocks,
as if sometime it had rained rocks, and they lay
as they fell on the mountain sides, nowhere fairly
at rest, but ]calling oil each other, all rocking-
stones, with cavities between, but scarcely any
soil orsmoother shelf. They wore the raw materials
of a planet dropped from an unseen quarry, which
the vast chemistry of nature would anon work
up, or work down, into tile smiling and verdant
plains and valleys of earth.

	

This was an undone
extremity of the globe ; as in lignite we see coal
ill the process of formation .

At length I entered within tile skirts of the

-nigh founder'd, on lie fares,
Treading the crude consistence, half on foot,
Half flying �

But nothing could exceed the toughness of the
twigs,-not one snapped under my weight, for
they had slowly grown. Having slumped,
scrambled, rolled, bounced, and walked, by turns,
over this scraggy country, I arrived upon a side-
hill, or rather side-mouutuin, where rocks, gray,
silent rocks, were the flocks and herds that pas-
tured, chewing a rocky cud at sunset . They
looked at me with hard gray eyes, without a bleat

or a low.

	

'Phis brought me to the skirt of a cloud,
and bounded my walk that night.

	

But I had al-
ready seen that Maine country when I turned

	

cloud which seemed forever drifting over tile stun-
about, waving, flowing, rippling, down below.

	

mit, and yet would never be gone, but was gene-

When I returned to my companions, the)- had

	

rated out of that pure air as fast as it flowed

selected a camping-ground on the torrents edge,

	

away ;

	

and when, a quarter of u mile further, I

and were resting oil the ground ; one was oil tire

	

reached tile summit of tire ridge, which those who

sick

	

list, rolled ill a blanket, on a damp shelf of
!I
have seen

	

in clearer weather say is

	

about five

rock . It was a savage and dreary scenery miles long, and contains a thousand acres of

enough ; so wildly' rongli, that they looked loiig to I table-laud, I was deep within tile hostile ranks

	

of

find a level and open space for the tent.

	

Wee clouds, and all objects were obscured by them .

could not well camp higher, for want of fuel ; and

	

Now the wind would blow sire out a yard of clear

the trees here seemed so evergreen and sappy, that

	

sunlight, wherein I stood ; then a gray, dawning

we almost doubted if they would acknowledge the I light was all it could

	

accomplish,

	

the cloud-line

influence of fire ; but fire prevailed at last, and 1 ever rising and falling with the winds' intensity.

blazed here, too, like a good citizen of tile world.

	

Sometimes it seemed us if the summit would be

Even at this height we met with frequent traces

	

cleared in a few moments and smile in sunshine :

of moose, as well as of bears.

	

As here was no I but cvlrat was gained on one side was lost on

cedar, we made our bed of coarser feathered

	

another.

	

It was like, sitting in a chimney and

spruce ; but at any rate the feathers we pluck- I waiting for the smoke to blow away .

	

It was,



in fact, a cloud-factory,-these were the cloud-
works, and tile wind turned them off done from
the cool, bare rocks. Occasionally, when tile
windy columns broke in to me, I caught sight of
a dark, damp crag to the right or left : the mist
driving ceaselessly between it and me . It remind-
ed me of the creations of the old epic and dramatic
poets, of Atlas, Vulcan, the Cyclops, and Prome-
theus.

	

Such was Caucasus and the rock where
Prometheus was bound.

	

1Fschylus had no doubt
visited such scenery as this .

	

It was vast, Titanic,
and such as mail never inhabits.

	

Some part of
the beholder, even sonic vital part, seems to es-
cape through the loose grating of his ribs as he
ascends.

	

Ile is more lone than you can imagine.
There is less of substantial thought and fair un-
derstanding in him, than in the plains where men
inhabit. His reason is dispersed and shadowy,
more thin and subtile like the air.

	

Vast, Titanic,
inhuman Nature has got him at disadvantage,
caught him alone, and pilfers him of sonic of his
divine faculty .

	

She does not smile oil him as in
the plains.

	

She seems to say sternly, why came
ye here before your tittle ?

	

This ground is not
prepared for you.

	

Is it not enough that I smile in
the valleys ?

	

I have never made this soil for thy
feet, this air for thy breathing, these rocks for thy
neighbors .

	

I cannot pity t:or fondle thee here,
but forever relentlessly drive thee hence to where
I am kind.

	

Whyseek tile where I have not called
thee, and then complain because you find tile but
a stepmother?

	

Shouldst then freeze or starve,
or shudder thy life away, here is no shrine, nor
altar, nor any access to my ear.

" Chaos and ancient Night, I come no spy
With purpose to explore or to disturb
The secrets of your reahn, but * *

*

	

*

	

*

	

*

	

* as my way
Lies through your spacious empire up to light ."

side, were all concealed by the mist . I had
brought my whole pack to tile top, not knowing
but I should have to snake my descent to the
river, and possibly to the settled portion of the
state, alone and by some other route, and wishing
to have a complete ouifit with me . But at length,
fearing that my companions would be anxious to
reach tile river before night, and knowing that tile
clouds might rest in the mountain for days, I was
compelled to descend.

	

Occasionally, as I came
down, tile wind would blow me a vista open
through which I could see the country eastward,
boundless forests, and lakes, and streanns, gleam-
ing in tile sun, some of thern emptying into the
Seboois or Fast Branch .

	

There were also new
mountains in sight in that direction.

	

Now and
then some small bird of the sparrow family would
flit away before tile., unable to command its course,
like a fragment of the gray rock blown ofF by the
wind .

I found my companions where I had left them,
on the side of tile peak, gathering the mountain
cranberries, which filled every crevice between the
rocks, together with blue berries, which had a
spicier flavor the higher up they grew, but were
not the less agreeable to our palates . When the
country is settled and roads are made, these cran-
berries will perhaps become all article of conn
inerce .

	

From this elevation, just on the skirts of
the clouds, we could overlook the country west
and south for a hundred miles.

	

There it was, the
State of n'laine, which we had seen oil the map,
but not much like that immeasurable forest for
the sun to shine oil, that eastern stuff we hear of
in Massachusetts.

	

No clearing, no house.

	

It did
not look as if a solitary traveller had cut so much
as a walking-stick there. Countless lalces,-
I'loosehead in the southwest, forty miles long by
ten wide, like a gleaming silver platter at the end
of the table ; Chesuucook, eighteen long by three
wide, without all island ; Milliuocket, oft the
south, with its hundred islands ; and a hundred
others without a mine ; and mountains also, whose
names, for the nno~t part, are known only to tile
Indians . The forest looked like a firm ;,crass
sward, and the effect of these lakes in its midst
has been well compared by one who has since
visited this same spot, to that of a " mirror broken
into a thousand fragnnents, and wildly scattered
over the grass, reflecting the full blaze of the
sun."

	

It was a large farm for somebody, when
cleared.

	

According to the Gazetteer, which was
printed before the boundary question was settled,
this single Penobscot county in which we were,

The tops of mountains are among the unfinish-
ed par.'s of the globe, whither it is a slight insult to
the gods to climb and pry into their secrets, and
try their effect oil our humanity. Only daring and
insolent men, perchance, go there. Simple races,
as savages, do not climb mountains-their tops are
sacred and mysterious tracts never visited by them .
Pomola is always angry with those who climb to
the summit of Ktaadn .
According to Jackson, who in his capacity of

geological surveyor of the state, has accurately
measured it-the altitude of Ktaada is 5,300 feet,
or a little more than one mile above tile level of
the sea-and lie adds : " It is then evidently the
lughest

	

point in the State of Maine, and

	

is the

	

was larger than the whole State of Vernnout, with
most abrupt granite mountain in New England."

	

its fourteen counties ; and this was only a part of
'file peculiarities of that spacious table-land on i the wild lands of Maine.

	

We are concerned now,
which I was standing, as well as the remarkable

	

however, about Detur,d, net l ;c;1'.11 at limits .

	

We
semicircular precipice or basia on the eastern

	

were about eighty miles as tile bird flies from



Bangor, or one hundred and fifteen as we had
rode, and walked, and paddled . We had to con-
sole ourselves with the reflection that this view
was probably as good as that from the peals, as far
as it went, and what were a mountain without its
atteudaut clouds and mists?

	

Like ourselves, nei-
ther Bailey nor Jackson had obtained a clear view
front the surninit.

Setting out oil our return to the river, still at an
early hour in the day, we decided to follow the
course of the torrent, which we supposed to be
AInrch Brook. as long as it would not lead us too
far out of our way. We thus travelled about four
miles in the very torrent itself, continually cross
ing and reerossiu r it,

	

leaping from rock to rock,
and jiunpiwr with the stream down falls of seven
or eight feet, or sometimes sliding down oil our
backs in a thin sheet o£ water.

	

This ravine had
been the scene of an extraordinary freshet in the
spring, apparently accompanied by a slide from
the mountain .

	

It must have been filled with a
stream of stones and water, at least twenty feet
above the present level of the torrent .

	

For a rod
or two oil either side of its channel, the trees were
barked and splintered up to their top:, the birches
bent over, twisted, and sometimes finely split like
a stable-broom ; some a foot in diameter snapped
off, and whole clumps of trees bent over with the
weight of rocks piled on them .

	

In one place we
noticed a rock two or three feet in diameter, lodged
nearly twenty feet high in the crotch of a tree .
For tire whole four miles, we saw but one rill
emptying in, and the volume of water did not
seem to be increased from the first.

	

We travelled
thus very rapidly with a downward impetus, and
grew remarkably expert at leaping from rock to
rock, for leap we must, and lealr we did, whether
there was any rock at the right distance or not.
It was a pleasant picture when the foremost turn-
ed about and looked up the winding ravine, walled
in with rocks and the green forest, to see at in-
tervals of a rod or two, a red-skirted or green-
jacketed mountaineer against the white torrent,
leaping down the channel with his pack on his I
back, or pausing upon a convenient rock in the
midst of the torrent to mend a rent in iris clothes,
or unstrap tile dipper at his belt to take a draught
of the water .

	

At one place we were startled by
seeing, oil a little sandy shelf by the side of the
stream, tile fresh print of a man's foot, and for a
moment realized how Robinson Crusoe felt in a
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similar case ; but at last we remembered that we
had struck this strearn on our way up, though we
could not have told where, and one had descended
into tile ravine for a drink. The cool air above,
and tile continual bathing of our bodies in rnmrn-
tain water, alternate foot, sitz, douche, and plunge
baths, made this walls exceedingly refreshing, and
we had travelled only a mile or two after leaving
the torrent, before every thread of our clothes
was as dry as usual, owing perhaps to a peculiar
quality in the atmosphere .

After leaving tile torrent, being in doubt about
our course, Tom threw down his pack at the foot
of the loftiest spruce tree at hand, and shinned up
tile bare trunk Borne twenty feet, and then climbed
through the green tow."̂ r, lost to our sunlit, until
lie Held the topmost spray in his lralid McCau,lin,
in his younger days, lead marched tinough tile
wilderness with a body of troops, under Generid
Somebody, and with one other man did all the
scouting and spying service . The General's
word wits : -Throw down the top ofthat tree,"
and there was no tree in the Maine woods so
high that it d'd not lose its top in such a case .

	

I
have heard a story of two men being lost once in
these woods, nearer to the settlements than this,
who climbed the loftiest pine they eo :dd find, some
six feet !it diameter at the ground, front whose top
they discovered a solitary clearing and its smoke.
When at this height, some two hundred feet trout
the ground, one of them became dizzy, and fainted
in his companion's arms, and the latter had to ac-
comphslr the descent with him, alternately faint-
ing and reviving, as best lie could.

	

To Tout we
cried, where away does the smrunit bear? where
the burnt lands ?

	

'rite last he could ouly conjec-
ture ; he descried, however, a little meadow and
pond, lying probably in our course, rt hick we con-
cluded to steer for.

	

On reaching this secluded
meadow, we found fresh tracks of moose )it i1n,
shore of the pond, and the. water was etiil unsettled
as if they had fled Sefore us .

	

Alittle further, in
a dense thicket, we seemed to be still on their
trail .

	

It. was a small meadow, of a fete acres, on
the mountain side, concealed by the forest, and
perhaps never seen by a white man before, where
one would Ilunk that the moose might browse and
bathe, and rest in peace.

	

Pursuing this coarse,
we soon reached tile opeuland, which went slop-
ing down some miles toward the Penobscot.

[END Oil v .tttr iv .]



xrTAADN, AND THE HAI E WOODS.

BY HENRY D. T4[02G_1U.

T II E R 1: T l.' R N J O IT is ! E Y.

PERITAr9 I most fully realized that this was pri- I race mado it amt claimed it, a e,zp~~cted the pro-
tneval, untamed, and forever untameable Nafurv, I prietor to rise up I1nd disnutn my passage . It is
01 whatever else rnen call it . while coming down ! dlllicult to conceive of I legion unitlliabited by
tn~s part of the mountain .

	

lire were passing over

	

man.

	

We habitually presume his presence and
" I3umt Lands," burnt by lightning, perchance,

	

influence everywhere .

	

And yet we have not
thonrh they showed no recent marks of fire,

	

seen pure \'attire, unless we have seen her thus
1

	

hardly so much as a charred stump, but looked

	

vast, and drelar, and inhuman, though in the mid,t
rather like a natural pasture for the moose and

	

of cities.

	

'\attire was here something savage and
deer, exccedin ly wild and desolate, with occa- 4 awful, lhon ;sh beautiful .

	

I looked with aloe at
s oual strips of limber crossing them . and low pop- ~~ the -"round I trod oil, to see wlmt 111e Powers had
Iars spriugill,_! up, and patches of blueberries here

	

nmde them, the form and fashion and material of
and th " re" ,

	

I fmlud in v,elf traversing

	

them fami-

	

their n-ork.

	

This was that

	

Earth

	

of which

	

w0

~

	

liarl~, like rn ;e pasture rou to wt=te. o1 partially

	

lrtvr" I e,rd . 1nad° out of Chaos and Old Ni ;ht.
reclaimed by ni ,11 bit when I reflected wlmt . Acre was uo n1 m s garden, but the unhandselled

~C

	

rnau, what brother or _:stcr or kinsman of our

	

globe.

	

It was not lawn, nor pasture, 110f MI Ld '



r
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?17

nor woot!!ahct, nor lea, nor ~

	

_

	

. .

	

: r +-laud. I Lrer lakes, and detain us, for a modera!e wind pro-
S

	

It v . aa'!rc fre"h and " ~

	

r

	

1 3 planet I daces quite a set on these waters, in which a
t:ar!h. as it

	

_> t- -

	

. .

	

er,-to be I hattean will not live for a monwrtt ; and o0 one
?

	

~.; u -clung

	

1 tt .

	

-

	

' I2?ltture made

	

occasion 1leCauslitt had pee t belayed a week at the
S

	

, uud ntau tray u, ;	t

	

,.Ian vvas not

	

tread of late ;Rottu Iwm, winch is oo!v tour rtulfs
to

	

ac tte,i ~-'

	

`a

	

hatter

	

v tst, I across .

	

\i e were nearly out of prow on :

	

and ill
ter ..t� ,

	

trot

	

,:ut!:~

	

d, : rip

	

~wt cve have heard

	

prepared to tl,is to=pect for

	

what rli I :t possibly
'

	

o!', not for It n to tread on, or be buried in,-no,

	

prove a v eek's journey round by tire pore, ford-
rt e

	

rc l einr to

	

faWitiar even to let his bones lie L i!g mnamerable streau?s, and ti:rr"adiu_ a trackless
j

	

the c

	

t;e~ ! ot -~e t%ris of Necessity and Fate .

	

forest, should any accident happen to our boat .
There was there felt tire prescuce of a force not i

	

It was with regret that v e turned our !tacks on
bound to be kind to man.

	

It was a place for

	

Chesuncook, which McCauslin had forno-dy Io ;f-
Ireathenistn and superstitious rites,-to be inhabit-

	

god on, and the Allegash lakes.

	

There were
ed by ineu nearer of kin to tire

	

rocks attd to wild

	

still longer rapids and portages abovtt ; among t!te
an urak" than ere.

	

j`t'e walked over it with a

	

last the 12ippogenns Ports e, which 1 e teacrlbed
certain awe, stopping from time to time to pick

	

as the most difficult on the river, a.nd three rrriles
tire blueberries which grew there, and had a smart

	

long .

	

The whole length of tire Penobscot is two
and epicy taste .

	

Perchance where our wild pines

	

hundred and seventy-five miles, and we are still
stand, and leaves lie on their forest floor in Con-

	

nearly one hundred miles front its source .

	

hedge,
cord, there were once reapers, and husbandmen I the assistant State Geolo ist, passed tip this river is
panted ;rain ; bat here not even the surface had

	

1837, and by a portage of only one mile and three-
beeu scarred by man, but it was a specimen of quarters, crossed over into the Allegash, and so
what God saw fit to make this world.

	

What is it

	

went down that into the St. John, and tip the
!

	

to be admitted to a nuisetun, to see a myriad of ' I\ladawaska to the Grand Portage across to the
particular things, compared with being shown I St . Lawrence . His is the only account that I
settle stars surface, some hard matter ill its home !

	

know, of au expedition through to Csuadtt ill 'wins

I stand ill awe of my body, this matter to which I

	

direction .

	

He thus describes his

	

first sight of the
attt bound has become so strange to me .

	

I fear

	

latter river, which, to compare small things whit
trot spirits, ghosts, of which I am one,-flint my

	

great, is like Balboa's first sight of the Paci'ie
body might,-but I fear bodies, I tremble to meet

	

from the mountains of the Isthmus of Darien .
them .

	

What is this Titan that has possession of

	

" When we first came in sight of the :"t . Law-
me ?

	

Talk of mysteries !-Think of our life ill

	

rence," lie says, °' train the top o£ a high hill,
uatore,-daily to be shown matter, to come in

	

the view was most striking, and much more iuter-
coutact with it,-rocks, trees, wind on our cheeks!

	

estiug to me from having been . shut up ill the
the salad earth ! the actual world ! the co ;nnaon

	

woods for the two previous mouths .

	

Directly
sense! Cwitact! Contact! IWao are we? before us lay the broad river, extending acror;s

tchere are we ?

	

nine or ten miles, its surface broken by a few

Ere lone eye recognised some rocks and other j islands and reef; ; and two ships riding at anchor

features is tyro laudscaite which eve !cad purposely

	

near the shore.

	

Beyond, extended ranges of uu-

impressed ou our memories, and quickening cur

	

cultivated hills, parallel whit the fiver .

	

The still

pace, by two o'c!ock we reached the batteau .

	

wasjust gain+^ down behind them, and gilding the

Here we had expected to dine ou trout, but in this I whole. scene with its parting rays ."

glaring sunlight the i u- ere slow" to take

	

lice

	

brut, i

	

;!bout

	

four

	

o"clod;

	

the

	

same

	

afternoon,

	

we
so we were cotuped+d to male tire moat of the

	

cointteucetl o~ :r t turn v: .
a,T, : , , evlniell would re-

cruu,bs of o;tr hail bread and oar phi .:, w-hic1r

	

gw.ire ixtt pule if

	

uy l"!in;

	

Ill "h:�ti ;t, rap-ds,

were both

	

u

	

,'ly exhausted .

	

.1c a. . :~hllo eve dt " -

	

tt.e lwatn t

	

,w ; ..

	

u,

	

,tin!

	

broad

	

It ; u lie s, M-ttttot
liberated wlr<t6er we

	

should

	

go

	

up

	

th �

	

river

	

a

	

of poles,

	

to

	

;;old "

	

lire

	

Irttt

	

iciwit.

	

'fhnwgh

	

vre
tit l_ l~rthcv' iv Gllrou'a clear.!'' ; ou the `+ow ic!ru-

	

;Ilded .o

	

vriftl~

	

s wd often

	

.

	

noo!hly down, ".~ Iwrc
huuw

	

wit!fe there wt ado:,cried log hut., in or-

	

it had cast, its un . . ~+>hf c :i;~rt !o _+Tct up, wwr

der to get a halt-inch a , , to mend one of our

	

preseut v t

	

.g ' to w

	

utteuc4ci whit f r !wore dm :-rr
slrke-poles v,Ith.

	

Tlure ware young spruce trees

	

ger : fo' ii , vve )tee fhlr')

	

" truvlc one ; of the
eu .turlt around its, and eve had a spare=hike,'oat

	

thoustutd roses !,

	

v.!rich we ,vcwc

	

mroundod,
notldu

	

to !rake a hole with .

	

But as it was un-

	

iltc heat would It

	

ainp " ! In au ie,tant .

	

w,'he;w
cert,aa tvhn.the vre.s?h ".. udwindanytool,leftthese,

	

a bolt is avvanlp ,!

	

ww , :,l_ . r tilt-o- else nn>tattcw s,
we p t'r ire-d

	

tilt tire

	

h:olceu pole

	

as

	

welt

	

as

	

we

	

tit 0 Ire :rlnwcu cons n. u',. ., !i~.w I t w dltli tuty ill !cech-
cotillfjr t'w downward voyage, ill which there

	

in, afloat at fret, for tit,: c-~-rrnt r.oep

	

ho11w
would be bin

	

_ale use for it .

	

Moreover, the were

	

them and their c u' ; up i,>r a ion, « is down the
uuwilliu" to lose ally tittle ill this expedition, lest

	

stream : and if fheY c wu swan, tlrey lmvo only
the wind sho;fd rise before cve reached the tar- I to work their arty t;raduailt to the shore.

	

'Phe
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greatest danger is of being caught ill an eddy

	

sprig, coolly giving directions how to launch the
behind scone larger rock, where the water rushes

	

boat this time .
up stream faster than elsewhere it does down, and

	

Having carried round

	

Pockwockomus Falls,
being carried round and routed under the surface

	

our oars soon brought us to the Iiatepskonegan,
till they are drowned .

	

McCaudin pointed out

	

or Oak flat] carry, where we decided to camp
some rocks which had been the scene of a fatal

	

half way over, leaving our batteau to be carried
accident of this hind .

	

Sometimes the body is not

	

over ill tile morning oil fresh shoulders .

	

Ono
thrown out for several hours. Ill' himself had shoulder of each of the boatmen showed a red
performed sueli a circuit once, only his legs being

	

spot as large as one's hand, worn by tile batteau
visible to his companions ; but lie was fortunately

	

on this expedition ; and this shoulder, as it did all
thrown out ill season to recover his breath .

	

In

	

the work, was perceptibly lower than its fellow,
shooting the rapids, the boatman has this problem

	

from long service.

	

Snell toil soon wears out

	

the
to solve : to choose a circuitous and safe course

	

strongest constitution .

	

The drivers are accus-
amid <t thousand sunken rocks, scattered over a

	

toured to work in the cold water in the spring,
quarter or half a mile, at the same time that he

	

rarely ever dry ; and if one falls in all over, lie
is moving steadily oil at the rate of fifteen miles

	

rarely changes his clothes tillnight, if then, even .
an hour .

	

Stop he cannot ; the only question is,

	

One who takes this precaution is called by a par.
where will he go ?

	

The bow-man chooses the

	

titular nickname, or is turned oil!

	

Tone can
course with all his eyes about him, striking broad

	

lead this life who are not amphibious .

	

McCauslin
oil'with his paddle, and dmwinbr the boat by main

	

said soberly, what is at any rate a good story to
force into her course .

	

Tile stern-man faithfully

	

tell, that lie had seen where six men were wholly
follows tile bow.

	

under water at once, at a jam, with their shoul-
We were soon at the Aboljacarmegus Palls

	

ders to handspikes .

	

If the log did not start, then
Anxious to avoid the delay as well as the labor

	

they bad to put out their lioads to breathe.

	

Tile
of the portage here, our boatmen went forward

	

driver works as long as lie can see, from dark to
first to reconnoitre, and concluded to let the bat-

	

dark, and at night has not time to eat his supper
teau down the falls, carrying tile baggage only

	

and dry his clothes fairly, before lie is asleep on
over the portage .

	

Jumping from rock to rock his cedar bed. We lay that night on the very
until nearly in the middle of the stream, we were

	

bed made by such a party, stretching our tent
ready to receive the boat and let her down over

	

over the poles which were still standing, but re-
the first fall, some sip: or seven feet perpendicular.

	

shingling the damp and faded bed with fresh
The boatmen stand upon the edge of a shelf of

	

leaves.
rock where the fall is perhaps nine or ten feet

	

Ill the morning, we carried our boat over and
perpendicular, ill from one to two feet of rapid

	

launched it, snaking haste lest the wind should
water, one oil each side of the. boat, and let it

	

rise .

	

The boatmen ran down Passainagainet,
slide gently over, till the bow is run out tell or

	

and, soon after, Auibejijis Falls, while we walked
twelve feet in the air ; then letting it droll square-

	

round with the baggage.

	

Wo made a hasty
ly, while one holds tile painter, the other leaks ill,

	

breakfast at the head of Anibejijis lake, on the

	

2

and his companion following, they are, whirled remainder of our per; ., and were soon rowing
down the rapids to a new fall, or to stnooth water.

	

across its smooth surface again, under a pleasant
In a very few minutes they had accomphslied a

	

sky, the mountain being, note clear of clouds ill
passage ill safety, which would be

	

as fool-hardy I the

	

northeast .

	

Tokiu,r~ turns

	

at

	

the oars, we
for tile unskilful to attempt as the descent of Ni-

	

shot r,apully across Deep l'oeo, tile Foot of Pam-
agara itself.

	

It seeined as if it needed only a

	

adunieooir, and tile Sortli Twin, at, the ra,n of
little familiarity, and ;a Mule more skill, to iaavig :arc

	

Iii

	

s c ntilcs an boor . the wind not be iii

	

h ;;li e .iort;ti
down such falls as S~agara itself with safety. to di utb us . u:id reached flit Data :at l :oou .
At gay rate, I should net de " apair of such men

	

Tile lwutmeu vent tlarot:�h one of tlx " 1w ,
ill

	

the

	

rolwds

	

alirr%- e

	

table-rock,

	

mit; l

	

I

	

saw

	

sluices : It till' b att.rna. where the trill cva ten fl', t
theta actually go over ilu, fwls, so cool, so at the bottom, and look us in "low. Mere " w°as
collected, so

	

fertile

	

in

	

resources

	

are

	

iney .

	

G' ii-

	

it ie Iouuest rapid

	

in

	

oau voyage, acct perhaps

	

the
m:glit liavc thou-"lit that tl c se were fall ;, and

	

runni;i, this w i_

	

,as daug' 1O11S and arduous a
that fall:. were

	

not to be tail :°d thio igrii

	

wills

	

tiu,k uo any .

	

'hooling demu 'onictillie, ill tile
itn(nuaity like a mud-pudd'e .

	

There was real ;v ' rate, as we jild"ed, of tilt en snide, all hour, if eve
danger of heir to n

	

tae<ir midst.:sty in lo i n

	

ariie! a rock . we wero slilit from end to end iii
then power to barns us .

	

Faanili,irity Breed, con-

	

au iu.st :cot.

	

\ow- like a bait bobbin ,̀, for some,
tempt .

	

The boatman pauses, jo°,°haute, on route
shelf beneath a table-rock under the fall, stambng
in some cove of back-water two feet deep, and }
yogi hear his rough voice wane up thr0t],11 tile

river moustcr amid the eddies, now darting to
this s:ib- of the strca~ii, now to that, giidiug swift
and -moods near to our destruction, or striking
broad oo*with till, paddle and drawing the boat to



right or left with all our might, in order to avoid
a rock . I suppose that it was like running the.
rapids of the Saute de St. Alarie, at the outlet
of Lake Superior, and our boatmen probably dis-
played no less dexterity than the Indians there do .
We soon ran through this mile, and floated in
Quakish lake .

After such a voyage, the troubled and angry
waters, which once had seemed terrible and not
to be trifled with, appeared tamed and subdued ;
they had been bearded and worried in their chan-
nels, pricked and whipped into submission with
the spike-pole and paddle, gone through and
through with impunity, and all their spirit and
their danger taken out of them, and the most
swollen and impetuous rivers seemed but play-
things henceforth . I began, at length, to under-
stand theboatman's familiarity with and contempt
for the rapids.

	

°' Those Fowler boys," said Mrs.
McCauslin, " are perfect clucks for the water."
They had run down to Lincoln. according to her,
thirty or forty miles, ill a batteau, in the night,
for a doctor, when it v, as so dark that they could
not see a rod before thenn, and the river was
swollen so as to be almost a continuous rapid, so
that the doctor cried when they brought him tip

by daylight .

	

°' Why, Tom, how did you see to
steer ? "

	

"We did u't steer much,-only kept her
straight ."

	

And yet they met with no accident .
It is true, the more difficult rapids are higher up
than this.
When we reached the Millinocket opposite to

Tom's house, and were waiting for his folks to
Z set us over, for we had left our batteau above the

Grand Falls, we discovered two canoes with two
men in each, turning up this stream from Shad
Pond, one keeping the opposite side of a small
island before us, while the other approached the
side where we were standing, examining the
banks carefully for muskrats as they came along.
'rho last proved to be Louis Neptune and his
companion, now at last, on their way till to Che-
s uncook after moose ; but they were so disgruised
that we hardly knew them .

	

At a little distance,
they might have been taken for Quakers, with
their broad-brimmed hats, and overcoats with
broad capes, the spoils of Bangor, seeking a set-
tlement in this Sylvania,-or, nearer at hand, for
fashionable geutlemeu, the morning after a spree.
Alet face to face, these Indians in their native
woods looked like the sinister and slouching fel-
lows whom you meet picking up strings and
paper in the streets of a city .

	

There is, in fact,
a remarkable and unexpected resemblance be-
tween the degraded savage and the lowest classes
in a great city .

	

The one is no more a child of
nature than the other.

	

In the progress of degra
dation, the distinction of races is soon lost .

	

Nep-
tuuo at first was only anxious to know what we
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" kill," seeing some partridges in the hands of one
of the party, but we had assumed too much auger
to permit of a reply. lVe thought Indians had
some honer before . But-" ;lie been sick . O,
me unwell now. You make bargain, then me
go ."

	

Thei, had in fact been delayed so long by
a drunken frolic at the Five Islands, and they
had not yet recovered from its eMcts.

	

They had
some young muskrats in their canoes, which they

	

5
dug out of the banks with a hoe for food, not for
their skins, for muskrats are their principal food
on these expeditions . So they went on up the
Millinocket, and we kept down the bank of the
Penobscot, after recruiting ourselves with a draught
of Tom's beer, leaving Torn at his home.
Thus a man shall lead his life away here on the

edge of the wilderness, oil Indian Millinocket
stream, ill a new world, far in the dark of a conti-
nent, and have a flute to play at evening here,
while his strains echo to the stars, amid the howl-
ing of wolves ; shall live, as it. were, in the priuni-
tive age of the world, a primitive man. Yet he
shall spend a sunny day, and in this century be
my ccntemporary ;

	

perchance shall read some
scattered leaves of literature, and sometimes talk
with me .

	

Why read history then if the ages and
the generations are now?

	

He lives three thou-
sand years deep into time, an age not yet described
by poets.

	

Can you well go further back ill history
than this ?

	

Ay !

	

ay !-for there turns up but
now into the month of Millinocket stream a still
more ancient and primitive nran, whose history is
not brought down even to the former .

	

In a bark
vessel sewn with the roots of the spruce, with
horn-beam paddles lie dips his way along.

	

He is
but dint and misty to me, obscured by the scores
that lie between the bark canoe and the batteau.
Ile builds no house of logs, bat a wigwam of
skins.

	

He eats no hot-bread and sweet-cake, but
muskrat and moose-meat and the fat of bears.
Ile glides up the Millinocket and is lost to my
sight, as a nnore distant and misty cloud is seen
flitting by behind a nearer, and is lost in space,
So lie gees about his destiny, the red race of man:.

After having passed the night and buttered our
boots for the last time ;ut Uncle Geor,gc's, ;1Moso

dogs almost devoured hint for joy of his return, w e
kept oil down the river the next day about eight
miles oil foot, and then took a batteau w- it h a mall
to pole it to Alattawamkeag, tell more . At the
middle of that very night, to make a swift concln-
sion to a long story, we dropped our burg: oven.
the half-finished bridge at O1<hown, where we
heard the eor:fused dill and click of a hnudre.l
saws which never rest, and at sic o'clock the ,next
morning one of tlrc party was steaming his way to
lllassaclnus:etts.

What is moat striking in the -Maine wilderness r

~~raar~i
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shores of a coutiu,ut even yet, and hardly know
where the rlveis cw,ie from which float our navy .
The very timber and boards, and shingles, of
which our hoti c L l-, made, grew but yesterday in
a wilderness vthere ii :% Iml . :in still hunts and the
moose ;ims wild .

	

":rii'-1

	

!k has

	

her wilderness
rr i1h : n her ^vvu ho.(',-r,+ : and though the sailors of
Lnropo ; :re familiar with the soundings of her
llod~on . t, ;id Pniten lc , since invented the
steatiibottt oil if, ,i-,ttcr-,, :r1: ludien is still neces-
~ ;iry to _"were lit

	

c,riaific nnvii to its head-quar-
,e . : in 014 , a±?i,- ., . ;c cm :atry .
Mtve vv c. c,,(it ;o urn lr ea discovered and set-

tled t1 1uorcs' Let e man travel oil foot along
the con t, Iron ; the Passamaquoddy to file 'Sabille,
or to the Rio lli-m i>, or to wherever the endis now,
if lie is swift enough to overtake it, faithfully fol-
lowhrg the windings of every inlet and of every
cape, and stepping to file music of the surf-with
a desolate fishing-town once a week, and a city's
port once a month to cheer trim, and putting up at
the light-houses, when there are any, and tell me
if it looks like a discovered and settled country,
and not rather, for tho most part, like a desolate
island, and No.man's Land .
We have advanced by leaps to the Pacific, and

left many a lesser Oregon and California unex-
plored behind us .

	

Though the railroad and the
pecker, the scream of the fish-hawk and the eagle, I telegraph have been established on the chores of

rnpted .

	

It is even niore grim and wild than yott
had anticipated, a d , :ip :tod i itrlcate w

	

lcrnesls,
in the spring evercwlxre wrt and miry .

	

The as
pect of the country- i d ed is t t

	

e

	

ally t:tern and
savage, exceptii :v the dirtaot v .evvs of file forei :t
from hills, and tl :e ,1

	

p ,,t,hetts, which are mild
and civilizing in a , rac . 'II 'tikes ire. !`0;1u-.

thing which yore are i i prejxtred for : t

	

Y lie rn
so high exposed to Ha±id fit(, tc

	

st k, di
nunisited to a f:ie i,ugv eu the r

	

dgt~, wit!, lreie
and there a blue mountain, l l e aineth

	

t j,rr-el ;
set ieround sonic jewel of the drat water,

	

o ::
terior, so superior to all the clr nges that are to
take place oil their shores, even now civ - I .nd re
fined, and fair, as they can ever 'the .

	

£ l v ;,, are
not the artificial forests of till EogJ :,h king-it
royal preserve merely. Here prevail no forest
laws, but those of nature .

	

The aborigines have
never been dispossessed, nor nature disforested .

It is a country full of evergreen trees, of mossy
silver birelies and watery maples, the ground
dotted with insipid, small red berries, and strewn I
with damp and moss-grown rocks-a country di-
versified with innumerable lakes and rapid trpams,
peopled with trout and various species of leucisci,

with salmon, shad and pickerel, and other fishes ;
the forests resounding at rare intervals with the
note of the chicadee, the blue-jay, and the wood-

the laugh of the loon, and the whistle of ducks I Maine, the Indian still looks out from her interior
along the solitary streams ; and at night, with the I mountains over ail these to the sea.

	

There stands
hooting of owls and howling of wolves ; and in
summer, swarming with mvriads of black flies and
mosquitos, more formidable than wolves to the
white inan . Such is the home of the moose, file
bear, the caribou, the wolf, the beaver, and the
Indian.

	

Who shall describe the inexpressible tcu-
derness and immortal life of the grim forest, where
Nature, though it be mid-winter, is ever in her
sprint;, where the moss-grown and decaying trees
are not old, but seem to enjoy- a perpetual yotith
and blissful, imrocent Nature, like a serene infairt,
is too happy to make a noise, excel,t by a few
tinkling, lisping birds and trickling rills ?

I am reminded by nl}- journey flow exeeedingly
new this country still is. You have only to travel
for a few days into the interior and back parts even
of many of the old states, to come. to that very
America which file Northmen, and Cabot, and

	

and the canoe, "rnd the military
Gosnold, and Srnitlr and Raleigh visited .

	

If Co-
I
miles above, the country is virtually unmapped

lumbus was the fi :t to diFcover the island ",,

	

and unexplored, mud there still waves tire virgin
Americus 1 espncins, and Carrot, and the Puri- f forest of the New World.

the city of Bangor, fifty miles tip the Peucbscot,
at file head of navigation for vessels of file largest
class, the principal lumber depot oil this conti-

i neat, with a population of twelve thousand, like a
star on the edge of night, still hewing at I lie for-
ests of which it is built, already overflowing with
the luxuries and refinement of Europe, and send-
ing its vessels to Spain, to EriRland, and to the
West Indies for its groceri-s,-arid vet only a few
axe-nretr have ger;e °' till river" into file howling
wilderness which feeds it .

	

Tic bear and deer are
still found within its limits -, and the moose, as he
swims file Penobscot, is entant;h"d amid its ship-
1>ing and taken by foreign sailors in its harbor .
'I'rvelve miles in the rear, twelve miles of railroad,
are Orono and the Indian Island, file home of the
Penobscot tribe, and then comtneuce the batteau

road ; and, sixty

w '

is, the continuousness of the forest, with fc ;:er
open hiterv LIs or vl t l~, than ; ! :nd -Ined

tans, and we
only thi

their descendants, have discovered
hores of America. while the republic

Except the fern burnt 111f, .arro utervals has aeq:ured a hi tory v,orid wide, Ame-
oil the rivers, the laic ors of the high xronrtains, rica is still ur-61 ;,d and unexplored . Like the
and the lakes aod a~r~°tuns, the forest, i .i nninter- Eugiish in Niw flcdland, we live, only on the


